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PREFACE 

Planning must always and by definition be for the future. That this 

is peculiarly true of any Plan that is dependent, even in some measure, on the 

broad Canadian environment is obvious. Modern technology is altering every 
""\. 

I 

aspect of the modern world. Changes in farm technology and a growing demand fori 

food is threatening "secondary" uses of land and provides a real alternativ~,J. 
use for many marshes, lakes, woodland and river·s. 

Agricultural development and production has been supported with 

massive research 'programmes throughout the life of Canada as a nation. The 

same thing has not been true to the same degree with respect to forestry and 

fisheries, while in .the case of wildlife the resources made available for 

research have been abysmally inadequate. 

It is probable that conservative planning tends to be wasteful 

planning, particularly in a period of rapid and massive change. It is certain 

that to plan with inadequate and uncertain knowledge is wasteful and can 

actually damage the- resource in the interests of which plans .are being made •. 

Planning for the conservation and the optimum use of the continental 

waterfowl resource is obviously urgent. The problems are stubborn. The 

environment upon which the resource is dependent is not only complex but is 

subjected to demands for an enormous variety of alternative uses. Wildlife 

research needs to be done in Canada for region-specific results applicable to 

the problem. The existing biological research is inadequate to define the 

problem for a causal solution. This is because it, too, represent·s a first 

approximation of definition. This is also true in establishing the econogic 

costs and returns of the various products that result from alteinative uses 
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and the use of them to establish a supply cost or charge for the user. Planning 

is clearly endangered by gaping chasms in the structure of knowledge upon which 

plans must be built.· 

The Canadian Wildlife Servicg has gained approval for a programme of 

acquiring biologically necessary waterfowl habitat as well as some incidental 

upland game habitat. Research is to be conducted in conjunction with this 

programme. 

The annual five million dollar budget proposed for this programme is 

substantial. The effective use of. the available money will, in all probability, 

be dependent upon a large part of this budget or additional moneys -- being 

available for a massive research effort. The first priority should be the 

refining of th_e problems of production and management. The se9ond priority 

should be maintaining or expan4ing prototype easement programmes with the 

objective of investigating costs. 

This involves some modification of the programme as now designed. 

Instead of a production program.'lle with incidental· ·research benefits, the 

programme should be amended. to take the form of a massive research programme 

with incidental production benefits. The revised priorities would presume the 

use of prototype easement progra®ues to secure vital habitat threatened by 

immediate drainage and using this habitat for essentially lltest-area11 and 

experimental purpos~s • 

. Such a shift would not introduce·the danger of the irrevocable loss 

of essential habitat; a massive research effort centered on the·production and 

man~gement of wat~rfowl woulO improve the efficiency of the entire programme 

and would enable the Canadian Wildlife Service to plan a long-run ~aterfowl 

·programme 'i:vith rca 1 confidence. 

Under such a programme the short-run danger of habitat destruction 
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would be held to a minimum while the long-run needs of a firmer basis of 

research knowledge -- the one real essential to long-run planning -- would be 

built. 

~esearch in production is costly. A programme at least as large as 

the current habitat easement programme; is likely to be needed. Failure to 

design such a programme could gravely threaten the work that has already· been 

undertaken and is presently going forward. 

The attached report is a first step in building research knowledge --
~ 

' in this instance on the economic side. It has established to the satisfaction \ 

of the authors that there 
' 

for the establishment of 

is(no alternative ~ the accepted 

11 va~ue 11 of waterfow!J)md that. such 

economic technique 

technique will not 

result in the placing of a specific value on the individual bird, whether that 

bird is in a hunter's bag or .seen through the lens of a camera or enjoyed by a 

bird watcher. The report attempts to accomodate this fact to the realities of 

waterfowl, habitat and public policy as it applies to wildlife in Canada. i 
=:L 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE ECONOMIC VALUE 

OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES 

The operating term of reference for this study was to examine 

the existing methods of assessing the economic value of wildlife "J<ith 

particular reference to waterfowl". The attach\'d report includes an ex-

amination of existing methods of economic evaluation, an appraisal ?f 

the strengths and defects of: these methods and an analysis of improvements 
i 

I 

that might be achieved. 
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VALUATION OF THE WILDLIFE RESOURCE 

Introduction 

The "value" of all North American waterfowl shot in 1958 amounted to 

$185 million by some estimates. It might have reached $4.2 billions if all 

waterfowl were worth what goose hunters said (See Table 1) they thought they 

might pay per goose if they actually had to. However, no one actually paid 

anything -- with minor exceptions directly for waterfowl. That means there --· is' no direct total economic value that can be tied to a species, much less a 

universally applicable value for each. individual. 

Even if by an economic miracle we were permitted to say that w.ildlife 

was worth $5.00 each it might provide only psychic satisfaction for hunt-ers 

and naturalists. It would purchase little biological habitat from farmers who 

are notorious sceptics. Enormous damage might also be done to agriculture? 7 
from the trauma caused farmers who attempted to cash their:wildlife. _J 

) ' \ 
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TABLE l 

Some Examples of Hildlife "Values" 

Bucks 

Migratory Waterfowl 

Canada Goose 

Waterfowl 

Haterfowl hunting 

Ducks 

Mallard 

Goose 

; 
' ' 

"VALUE 11 

$42 each J) 

EXTRAPOLATED IN 1958 FIGURES 
OF RECOVERED AND UNRECOVERED 

HATERFOHL 

6,112,000 lbs. (food) 11 

$200 11 $4,280,000,000 

$7.25 each .!JJ 

$2 - $6 unit J./ 
day benefits 

$105,000,000 

Arizona Hunter Spending (1960) $40,151,000 ~/ 

1/ Charles W. Ramsey- !!potential Economic Returns from Deer as Compared with 
Livestock in the Edwards Plateau Region of Texas" - Journal of Range 

·Hanagement 18 (5). 
11 The "value" here would be for the money cost of this meat shipped in. 
11 Based on estimates made by hunters as to what they would pay rather than 
forego goose hunting. (Upton B. Henderson, "Economics of Waterfowl Hunting"-· 
Hissouri State Conservationist, Oct. 1965). ' 
!if "Calculated •••• average cost per duck to the hunter on'public hunting 
grounds in Illinoisll. 

See D.N. Omand "An Attempt to Evaluate the Hunting Potential of Land", 
quoted in above in Proceedings 22nd Hidwest Fish & Wildlife Conference, 
December 5-7,1960. 
2.1 11Evaluation Standards for Primary Outdoor Recreation Benefits" Ad Hoc Water 
.Resources Council, Washington, D.C. - June, 1964 - p. 5 • 
.§./ 11Average Shooting Preserve Price" - The Conservationist, June-July, 1965 -
p. 32 • 

. 11 Luna B. Leopold - "Comprehensive 'Planning and the Dragon to Slay" - two 
speeches at the Ninth Biennial Wilderness Conference - p. 2 (in context, this 
was used to· illustrate the ridiculousness of attempting to achieve a monetary 
value for waterfowl). . 
~/ "Values of Hunting and Fishing in Arizona" - Wm. C. Davis· - P• 25. 
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Analysing economic values of wildlife is a challenging assignment. 

The answer will not allow the attribution of such precise figures as, for 

example, $7.25 for a dead retrieved duck, $1.00 for a visible admired duck, or 

an ann.ual psychi'c satistaction value of $75.00 for an incurious citizen 1 s 

knowledge that certain species are not or will not become extinct. Such precise 

valuation would delight hunters but it would soon be observed to be superficial. 

There are as many 11values 11 as there are people. Unfortunately there is only 

one economic value and that is price actually paid presumably covering costs of 
~---· ..... ··-

production or, in economic phrasing, the supply cost. It is relatively easy 
-----..,....-------~~---~~----······,.; ........ ------..... -..-" 

to determine supply costs for wildlife because i~ is only necessary to buy 

habitat on the market. The economic value of wildlife to users is the 

they are prepared to pay to preserve that wildlife. 

price jf I 

f 
The various 11values 11 placed on wildlife are numerous, conflicting, 

contradictory and·dubious. All that can be said is that there are a lot of 

them. The most popular ttvalues 11 are associated ones -- money spent by hunters 

in the pursuit of particular birds or animals. It includes such things as 

meals, gasoline and lodging and is in fact, a 11 cash flow" ~.!)rough a selected 

region,at a time of year when hunting is popular.' 

A Number of Values 

It is instructive to examine a few of the numerous values attributed 

to wildlife to sort them into those that are and. those that are not economic 

values. 

These and other values drop fairly readily into several categoriesi 

l) associated values (measure of spending or cash flow). 

2) unit values for birds or animalS based· on associated values. 

3) non-price values based on aesthetics. 
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4) the attribution of a vaLG:, on the basis of which policy decisions 
are made. For example,/ if the recreation value of a proposed marsh 
is stated to be $ro,GOG-per day per hunter or visitor the · 
anticipated patronage can be built into the economic justification 
for the expenditure for the creation of the marsh. 

5) actual economic values paid for by users on a competitive market. 

1. Associated Values 

It is estimated that hunters and fishermen spent $40,151,000 in 

Arizona in 1960.1/ Expenditures ranged from a high average of $150.00 for each 

cold water fisherman and .a low annual average of $32.00 for waterfowl hunters. 

Expenditures were by two categories of people residents and non-r.esidents. 

Lengths of time spent hunting and fishing ranged from six days for waterfowl 

and big game hunting to 12.9 days for small game hunting. 

These figures are useful as an indication of' where to spend money 

already budgeted to a Fish and Game agency. They do not, however, of themselves 

justify that budget. They are not economic values; they are only a basis for --- - - ------ --- ----. - - -~----·- ----- . ' '. . ------·----- --------~··--- --·----------·---- ---- . 

government policy c:!.~cJ~_-;qTls. __ for al_l9~.?·~-~on .. ~9,.~_e_l;'_~ain activities. 
-·-···-·-·•• , .. _.,,.,,v•-•••-'••'•'•'•''. ' -,,., ' '• •.- 0• -••••• •'''••''''"""-·•-"'•••• 

If the goal of government policy is to increase man-days ~field the 

most appropriate policy would .be• to support warm and cold w~ter fishing through 

hatcheries, ~stream improvement and the like: in Arizona the larg~st returns in 

terms of participation by persons presumably would result from such public 

expenditure. 

An economic development agency official, however, presumably would be 

interested in the fact that non-residents purchased $2,268,002 of goods and 

services in the state, and so aided income and employment. He would wish to 

see the State Wildlife Agency spend money on activities designed to bring more 

ll All data are from 11Values of Hunting and Fishing in Arizona, 1960" by l-Im. 
C. Davis, April 1962, Special Studies #21, Bureau of Business and Public 
Research, the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizon~, p. 25. 
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"outside 11 sportsmen into the state, perhaps by advertising the trout fishing 

an activity that brought $1,078,000 into the state from other states. 

A rancher might see in this data the opportunity to use the agency 

budget to increase woodchuck hunting because of damage to his alfalfa f{elds 

by these rodents. An advertising programme, COtJI?__~-~-~--~th ~nty, would control 

rodents and bring out-of-state dollars to Arizona. 

The representative of state sports stores might like to see more 

budget used to promote fishing and big game hunting activities because of the 

82% (32,719,840) of total spending they represent, much of it cash flow going 

through sports stores. 

A hotel owner might be interested in th~ small number of hunters and 

fishermen who use motels and cabins instead of hotels and wish to see efforts 

intensified to· encourage sportsmen to lodge in hotels. 

These figures are important. They are, however, important to different 

people with different motives and for widely differing reasons. They provide 

rough, broad guidelines for parcelling out a budget.· 

.Clearly -~n~_l!__"_"_s_~f -·~~~~oc~~~.:_d~ ~!'.e.11~~Illl! bY, ~\lntin.g or_ ~is_hi11~ da!, J· 
repre~:?.t. o:'l~ a first effort to ge~ a~ --~ec::reatiC?? demand. They are meaningful) 

;;~= and only if -- other elements of that demand are brought in to provide a / 1Jr 
finer guide for government policy decisions. J 

Very little of the "associated" spending however finds its way to the 

farmer or rancher who feels he produces the game and who suffers losses from 

wildlife depredations. 

The only direct economic value attributable to wildlife was the $1.6 

million paid in license fees, as distinct from the associated spending. These 

are separate items and must not be confused. The $40,000,000 is not the 

economic value of game. It is not a price. It is not a cost. It is an 
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~-interesting figure 

and it is nothing 

showing amounts spent by some people for their avocation 

more. ·It has. meaning ir ·a state or province or federal 

10. 

government says it has by a policy decision. ·The income from license fees is 

the only tangible figure of any ~elevance for the province or state, as a 

direct return attributable to hunting or fishing on public and, perhaps; 

unposted private land. 

_,The most that can be said for the $40 million is that it represents 

spending associated with a free good, unhampered by the cost of supply and· 

unrelated to comparative recreation demand. 

(-!\ For example, a cash flow .of--5'imi-l.a-"-M·nd could be measured in an area 
· t~ ~-1-t'n---:1-1-i ;"[ I /.r ~/··-"·,. ... _;(1 · ") trJ ,.,/( 

of interesting natural beauty by n<>-t-~ng 'the number of Sunday drivers who visit J( /< . r~k 
This would not establish the economi~ ~ 

IJ _,, f7 ""::) 
value of the view: it might provide evidence that the terrain should be. zoned, v,' . 

t.'~;:_;j . . or purchased or otherwise conserved. 

Using aSsociated values as economic values is as nonsensical as 

establishing the economic value of a free concert by asserting that it was the 

total of the cost of tl)e transportation plus a fraction of the cost of opera 

glasses, plus the price of an orange drink at intermission. That amount might 

be used to measure a demand if compared with all other recreation demands for 

free goods; it would not be the price, the economic value, or the cost of the 

PX:ogramme. 

However, when concert goers pay $5.00 each for their admission 

tickets the economic 11value11 of the c~ncert can be established_as at least 

$5.00 'for everyone present. Probably fewer attended at a price of $5.00 than 

when it was a free good because demand was tempered by the supply cost. The 

"value" may vary widely; it: ~~!--~·~ ___ ?_:?~nd pric~ to some ~-~? to othe.;-s 'vho 

attended solely in response ~~family pressures it had no value •. This does 
. '' ------------·,··------~---------------···· 
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not alter the fact that everyone who paid $5.00 accepted 'that figure as the 

minimum economic value. That is all that is required in a price system: despit.e 

subjective considerations the objective worth in the common medium of money was 

$5.00 for everyone at the concert., Since supply costs were covered no one 

really cares that some were better entertained than others or that some amount 

of money was spent on transportation, orange drinks or opera glasses. 

The amount of hunter spending is not the economic 11value 11 of the sport. 

No cost enters to limit this expression of "demandn as a means of establishing 

a price or the economic value. The economic value of the game is no more or 

no less than the amount someone, whether individual or government; will pay for 

it. It may be of infinite worth but, unless a price is paid, associated 

measures of value or demand are of little worth since they don't pay for 

production or maintenance of wildlife populations. 

2. Uni"t Values for Recovered Animals and Birds 

There are any number of unit economic 11values 11 asserted for wildlife. 

They encompass most figures in Table 1. None are really helpful. They are 

largely based on associated hunter spending but are differentiated by being 

divided by the numbers o{ recovered wildlife. If the license fees only were 

used per unit values might be valid, but even then only to the province or 

state in question and not, for example, to land owners. The several 11valuesll 

in the table are based upon spending for things other th.an the animals or birds 

themselves. Except for the $42 received by ranchers from· hunters for shooting 

bucks, there is no payment in the table for an economic good. 

Another difficulty of per unit figu,es is that, even if valid, they 

ref~r to a· special ki~d of product. The values·are not expandable or universal. 

In the former case, for example, a hunter who leases shooting rights is paying 

for a dead .. retrieved animal or bird at the place he is hunting; a bird w.atcher -
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who pays admission to a wildlife refuge is buying access to a concentration of 

animals at a known place. Dividing the total payments in either case by the 

number of retrieved or present obviously would not establish a value for all 

fowl of that species on the continent. However, if an area used exclusively 

h' 
by certain animals during their whole life cycle were bought or leased by 

hunters, the ~ost of the lease could be their economic value or their price, 

but the value would be applicable only to the animals shot on that particular 

lease. 

For migratory birds or game this type o'f pricing, in an ove.rall or 

macro form, is very difficult. 

Unit value is simply associated hunter spending divided by the 

recoveries of shot wildlife and is equally meaningless as a statement of 

\~economic value. Very few property owners could expect to collect on these unit 

values and this inevitably means these values won 1 t guide their decisions in 

making use of their property: .where a choice exists between wildlife, timber 

and crops, most owners of land will choose the form of production that pays 

money. 

Spending $7.25 on other things (cartridges, food, etc.) to get a dead, 

retrieved bird is not the value of that bird and so it can not be extrapolated· 

to the entire population. The real value would be illuminated if someone would 

actually pay a producer $7.25 for the bird. There is no such price. Thus· 

not every bird in Canada is worth $7.25 (or $5.00 or $18.00) because no such 

market exists • Only the .license fee is a direct· payment for the animal and 

~~t~e license 

( a rationing 

typically serves only as an income producer for government and as 

device. 

The use of associated spending figures distorts reality. Whether it 
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is hunter spending or marsh rentals the payment is an associated expenditure 

and not a payment to anyone for a ,specified product. The farmer is not paid, 

nor is any other payment made for products of Crown land. Thus the $7.25 is 

not a price or a cost or a value unless it is a direct payment for a specified 

product. Land rented by hunters for shooting frequently is used to establish 

a per unit value for retrieved ducks. This ignores the fact that, ·although the 

birds were harvested on the particular lease, they were not bred, nested or 

grown on that land. So they represent an externality of farmers or .the Crown, 

captured by hunters with no payment to the farmer. Here hunter payments 

merely the charge for collecting a free good produced elsewhere. 

· 3 •. Abstract Values - Religion, Aesthetics, Non-Price Values 

In preceding sections an attempt was made to place an economic value 

or price on game by associated spending by hunters or by using associated 

spending figures place a unit value on, for exampl_e, a duck in a hunterrs bag. 

At the other end of t~e 11value11 spectrum is the·. non-price system. 

This is represented by the traditional conservation movement in hortatory appeals 

to preserve things because, although they have no economic v~lue, and 

frequently, because they have no economic value they are so valuable as to be 

priceless and no home should be without one. Some of these rather glorious 

appeals are more convincing than others. This example, from a book on waterfowl 

management that was otherwise quite excellent, is'more or less representative. 

11First, for all those winged wayfarers of lake and marsh ••• etched 
rgainst sunset skies on hunter hearts .•. in the American way.n __ 

"( 
~'r_t;:!)o,-
~~ . 

The best of these exercises '·often are accompanied ·by or embodied in a bad poem. 

This approach to establishing economic value might be called liThe Edgar A. Guest 

School of Valuation". 

Appeals to religious values are also used to justify subsidies to 

-•-- --------
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preservation of wildlife 11values 11 • 

The sincerity of these assessments is not open to question: the 

attribution of "pricelesstt economic value to Wildlife is a somewhat dramatic 

way of stating a strong personal ·preference. The problem arises when this 

appreciation is expanded into a general value theory applicable to wildlife. 

One observer esteems ducks, another does not. People appreciate diverse things. 

They may be prominent or obscure, scarce or plentiful. When vast numbers of 

people appreciate the same thing or when policy makers assume a bold stance a 

decision may be made by government to produce the good at public expense. 

It is easy tO determine how wid~ or general or common appreciation is 

for an item by charging a price for it, either directly in an economic·market 

or indirectly through taxes. In the latter case, however, it is based on a 

policy decision, not, necessarily the economic value. In either case .the 

particular good has achieved an economic value. 

A common denominator of price or payment is essential·to the provision 

of an economic value. A finger painting may have 11value11 to the mother of che 

little artist. It is not likely to have economic value. T()m Thompson or 

A.Y. Jackson, as infants-, may. have produced paintings only a mother wanted. 

Tt?day a ThompSon or Jackson painting is valued and a price and market 

"' . "" established. Their works~have economic value. 

A flight of Mallards at dusk may be 11worth" immeasurably more than 

watching a Marx Brothers film. This evaluation cannot be challenged or proven. 

To be meaningful such aesthetic '(aluation must be followed by the words ·nco 

me": generalization of personal values is acceptable only if someone in a) 

position to decide for the. public does decide that they should be "?ublic ~ 

goods" because they are widely wanted or appreciated. 
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When non-monetary values, aesthetics and religion are employed as a 

guide to economic values, there is no way of comparing them or generalizing-

them. "Price" tends to be placed at a minimum that most are willing to pay. 

The privilege of shooting or viewing will be worth more to some or less to 

others but when all pay at least a mir>.imum figure for the privilege and the 

producer receives a payment ~~~~aiQ to be Worth at least that much to 

all. 

4. Arbitrary or Assigned Value 

These values are used to permit dollar values to be assigned to other-

wise intangible qualities of recreation project.s, or activities at reservoir or 

dam sites in order to decide which of several to build. These are "prescribed 

values" or "administrative prices" used in evaluating projects in public, as 

distinct from private markets. 

If, . at a point in time, tangible benefits of all projects under 

. consideration were equal to tangible costs, the size of secondary benefits might 

tip the scales and dictate the choice of a particular project: the intangible 

values, however, were described·. The arbitrary value now ass~gned as a benefit, 

(See Table 1) is the value .of a "duck hunter day" for evaluating projects. It 

is an example of a prescribed value where an intangible value is made concrete 

relative to a certain place and a particular project by agreement among public 

.agencies with an interest in public projects; a money value that has adequate 

administration support is agreed upon and used in evaluating the project in 

question. 

A variation of this 11value11 is. the nameliorativen effect often required 

in planning and constructing huge public projects. Vlhere a project 1vill 

destroy some natural feature, such as 'tll'<lterfowl breeding habitat, amelioration 

\ 

I 
I, 

I 
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requir~s a similar ~mount and quality be protected or to be constructed in 

,. 
another place. 

Both methods are possible because a .special or 11privileged11 public 
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market is being used. A policy decision was made and money and authority were 

issued'to enable it to be done. 

The following quotations are perhaps the most lucid exposition of 

prescribed prices.l/ The full text is in the Appendix. 

"Unless "a fisherman or hunter actually could be expected to pay for 
the privilege of hunting or fishing an additional amount equal to his expendi
tures for assoc.iated services fsportsmens r expenditureY or unless some other 
direct relationship between the two could be established the economic 
significance of the user expenditure approach would appear to be limited. 

"Since benefits from other project functions such as agricultural 
production or derive from market prices at Which the projects were sold to 
primary market, the Sub-Com..-nittee believed that it would be comparable to 
evaluate hunting and "fishing benefits in a project area in terms of prices at 
whic_h hunting and fishing privileges .might be sold, a difficult proposition 
since hunting and fishing traditionally have been free and fish and wildlife 
considered common property in this country. 

liThe Sub-Committee indicated that the user charge approach showed the 
most promise for early development into an evaluation procedure comparable to 
those used in evaluating other project functions. We believe that this 
conclusion is still valid. Under such a procedure, fish and hunting benefits 

·would be based on estimated charges Hhich the sportsman cou-ld be exoected to 
pay for fishing and hunting privileges in nroject areas.· However, sufficient 
infonnation was not theri available on charges actually being made for such 
privileges to develop a final procedure and the Commit~ee recommended that 
interim procedures be adopted. Accordingly a panel of recreation values was. 
established to develop an administrative schedule of daily unit values from a 
review of available sources of applicable information experience and expert 
judgement. The panel was drawn fLorn the offices of the Secretary of the 
Interior, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the National Park Service 
and Bureau of Reclaimation, The Corps of Engineers, Soil Conservation Service, 

l/ Quotation from James T •. McBroom, Assistant Director-Technical Services, 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Louisiana, November 16, 1964 entitled 
11 Putting a Value on Wildlifer 1 • From page 9 of this speech referring to the 
fin9ings of the Sub-Committee on Evaluation Standards on the Inter-agency 
Water Resources Committee. 
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Forest Service and the Department of Health, Education and Helfare. The result 
1vas a schedule of values for the various types of fishing and hunting which was 
belieyed to represent a fair approximation of the net amounts which a 
hvoothetical private operator could realize from providing Lthe~ ~ssociated 
'ivith/ fishing, hunting and federal wo.ter development_projects •.. For example, it 
is believed an operator of a reservoir could net from 50 cents to $1.50 for each 
man day of fishing provided. Also, it was believed that the private operator 
could net from $1.50 to $6.00 a day for each man day of hunting which he could 
provide on a project area. Since these values were based on the user charge 
concept and were intended to represent revenues which could be realized from 
selling fishing and hunting privileges, they were smaller than previous values 
which had been obtained under sportsmen's expenditure procedure." (Major points 
are underlined for emphasis.) 

His other comments on the practicability, the basis and effectiveness 

of setting an administrative price are valuable. 

HHow has the system of administrative values· worked in actual practic~? 
On balance we believe it has worked very well. This conclusion unfortunately 
is not always shared by all our counterparts in the state fish and game agencies. 
Some have viewed these values as a 11sell-out11 of fish and wildlife to the 
rapacity of the construction agencies. Their conclusion is based on the fact 
that the new values are substantially .lm;er than the old expenditure values." 

It is especially notable that it works because it has acceptance of 

the Federal government and Congress. ·That is, it has ~he sanction of political 

power and to have that sanction is always quite useful. It does not have an 

operating price or economic value that would re-allocate any privately held land 

but it does operate effectively when sanctioned in the pdvil.~ged public market. 

11The important thing is that the simulated niarket value that we have 
attached to sport fish and wildlife has acceptance in the kind of economic 
analysis that is approved by the Federal government as a whole and by the com
mittees of Congress. Without this acceptance, putting a value on wildlife 
would be an exercise in futility. Wildlife interests are .supposed to be an 
equal partner in the game of water resour.ces development. One of the reasons Jj 
we have achieved that status is that we can anq do validly put a value on wildlife;" 

5. Economic Value in a Private Market Sale 

The only economic va1ue in Table l in the sense that it is competitive 

With other economic goods for resources -- is the $42 per buck deer paid to 

ranchers in Texas. Money was paid to a r<:mchcr for shooting privileges for 
Jee'l"" 

.. ~ .. n.c-e~ro.pe ;raised on his property. A_t that price it was competitive with cattle 

r~ct!(! 
7 
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production for land and p.crmitted a valid economic alternative to the rancher; 

his decision as to whether to produce cattle or deer was based on a money 

market for buck deer as well as for beef cattle. 
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ili~ALYSIS 

The difference between an economic good and a free good is that the 

economic good has a price established by the private market; this price takes 

cognisance of th'e cost of making or supplying the good -- the so-called 11 supply 

coscn. This tells us how much of the good to produce on the basis of the nu;nber 

purchased (demand) and it helps to ration-the good between competing consumers. 

Hildlife has traditionally been a free good in North America because: 

L ' There was no competition for factors required to produce goods for 

human use and the same factors· necessary for the production of a wildlife 

population. 

2. Killing wildlife was a useful social act that prevented crop destruction; 

such destruction was frequently further encouraged by the incentive of a 

unegative pricen or bounty. 

Wildlife typically are not economic goods and usually no price is 

charged for their use because: 

1. When survival of a species is .threatened enough public interest is 

generate4 to encourage a policy decision to re~establish th~ species at 

substantial cost ":"'- an interesting aspect of scarcity and the price system~. 

Relatively few are needed for species survival. 

2. Wildlife is produced and controlled in National or Provincial Parks as 

''· ··.:0licn good by policy d~cisions that say that their ~~valuen is so obvious 

and so universal to all citizens that they should be supported by public funds 

at least in limited numbers. 

3. Wildlife is 11 random production11 from unused lan9- or scrub. ,It is 

affected by decisions tal(en co ?reduce other things that arc economic goods 

such as timber or food, but it is not itsc].f so greatly in demand -- at a 

' \ 
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price -- as to be anything but the product of land held tempOrarily in reserve 

pending its transformation into farm fields or timber berths or permanently 

held for aesthetic reasons. 

4. So little has been known about achieving high productivity and stable 

production of wildlife, that theie would be little return to a producer even if 

he were paid for it. Moreover to sell it he would have to compete with game 

produced on public land. Game farms presumably provide more 11 certainty11 of 

game -- something the hunter prefers -- but price would always be controlled at 

some point by the less 11certain11 but ttfree 11 random production on public 'or waste 

land, or chance· outputs from private land. 

5. The unknowns, the uncertainties, the randomness, t:he 11 chance" nature 

of wildlife populations made it cheaper and more convenient to administer or 

nman~gen game and bird populations as a non-price good in a non-price market 

than to actually produce it. This rationing by inexpensive licenses .. - so.ld 

primarily to provide visible proof of sovereignty and to cover administration 

and enforcement costs -- is usually based on the widely held assumption that 

wildlife remains a free good. 

This does not say that no value can be ascribed to wildlife -- on the 

contrary -- it says that economic value, or price, is e~tablished only under 

certain conditions and for the most part these have not been met for wildlife. 

The cases where the use of wildlife has cowmanded a payment, although they have 

not necessarily covered the cost of producing the birds and animals involved, -follow: 

1. Miniscule license payments -- amounting to about 4% of total hunter 

spe~ding -- are made ~nd the income is used to administer and to regulate 

harvesting; tolcen fees are paid.at refuges for observation. 
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2. Payments are made for hunting rights on private land and for exclusive 

privileges to game produced and shot on the land in question~ · 

3. In exceptional cases licenses to shoot scarce trophy game produced on 

Crown la.nd are sold for relatively large sums. 

Only in the last two instanc8s has wildlife become or approached the 

status of an economic good. 'This occurs when the price of purchasing private 

hunting rights or trophy rights is high enough to bid the land away from an 

alternative and profitable use. This occurs in Great Britain in the sale of 

shooting rights; this report has noted a case in Texas where it may be more 
? 

profitable for ranchers to sell shooting rights for antelope and buck deer than 

to use the same land co· raise cattle. 

The critical question is whether wildlife can command a price that is 

high· enough to change the land-use pattern so that the production of wildlife 

will become a rational substitute for the current production of some other 

economic good. Only then wildlife has an economic value and only then does it 

represent an economic good rather·than a free good. This being true it is not 

helpful and may be misleading to speak of unit values of wildlife: one may say 

a buck is worth $42 but it has no possible valid.ity unless money actually 

changes hands in sums sufficient to command the use of private land for 

.. producing deer, ~t least :where the deer herd must compete for' the use of 

private land. 

The use of local nopportunity costtt of land as a method of establishing 

the cost of wildlife breaks down when we examine waterfowl in the Prairie 

Provinces. Many kinds of land and water are used by migratory waterfowl. -These 

resources are located in several cou-:1tries. T!1e price of shooting rights in 

certain private marshes, therefore, is a relatively insignificant part of total 
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production cost. No money except collection under the U.S; stamp progra~~e 

that benefits U.S. farmers pays to preserve the original breeding, nesting or 

~igratory habitat that miGht otherwise be drained for cultivation. This means 

that no payment is made that will retard the draining and filling of potholes 

despite purchase by some hunters of shooting rights during the fall hunting 

season. The purchase of duck stamps in the United States is an example of an 

economic value that is high enough to change land use (by purchasing drainage 

or filling rights) by farmers. This is effected through the easement progra~e. 

It is also obvious, however, that the persuasion is limited to American farmers 

and that stamp payments of American hunters do not purchase breeding or nesting 

habitat in Canada. Unlike migrating waterfow~ none of those payments cross the 

border. They are irrelevant as an influence on the use of private agricultural 

land in Canada. 

Clearly the full cost of Prairie waterfowl is not 11puri::hased11 in the 

sense of paying the Canadian farmers the opportunity cost of land retained in a 

state that results in waterfowl production. In this sense Prairie waterfowl 

are not an economic good and they •have no persuasive economi.c_ value and failing 

achievement of that economic value, private land use should not be expected to 

.charige. Only when the hunting consumer pays a price sufficient to persuade 

farmers to preserve natural habitat will waterfowl have a meaningful economic 

value. Several llvalues" have been used in connection with gar.1e and t.;aterfowl. 

They were examined in earlier sections of this study and though some had limited 

significance it was conclud_ed that most .are ·meaningless. Most: were a record of 

huntersr expenditures and were not the value of the wildlife. They are·used to 

"justify" programmes by policy clccision .-:-tnG -::o estC~blish indirect rr.easures of 
.. 

11 clcmnnd"; the 11 dcmrmcl" hmvcvcr, is never co;.,;Fli~ed t..rith any .other recreation forrr. 
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to establish, for example, which ro:.isht be most widely enjoyed' or, comparatively, 

~vhich should get d su~)t=.:i.dy. Also, this is for a 11 demand11 for a free good 

unlimited by n sup?ly cost: tl1~s n1one rcnders.it meaningless. 

The associ.1tcd spendir.g is also used as 1Tdemand1' by dividing it by the 

number of hunter days or retrieved ani"rr.als and using that as the "econornic 11 

value and the demand. Nest pther values attributed to wildlife are equally 

meo.ni.n(;1css. They do not influence land use and they do not measure 11 der.~.anC 11 • 

To be quite specific about this the usual way of imputing value to 

waterfowl is to add up the spending for everything but waterfowl; the.daily 

expenditures of hunters means that there is a demand for shot-gun shells, for 

food, for lodging and other goods and services and is not necessarily revealing 

of a demand for waterfowl. 

There are t~o ways of e~tablishing an economic value: 

1. By using a market mechanism such as in the waterfowl stamp prograrr.m.e 

in the U.S., in which inputs are, in effect, bought and the product is sold to 

consumers. 

2. By government purchasing the good and supplying it,to·everyone and 

pay:L.ng the cost from general revenues. 

In either case an economic value is determined. A price is established 

because: 

1. There is a demand for something, and 

2. Ther.e is a supply .of it; 

3. The equilibrium establishes a price that "clearsH the market on 

payment. 

An economic price or vnluc fo~ one product is not established nor is 

( 
C05t covco·ed by •~1C>rlsuring the cost of: :Ju::.~clwsing some other product. It shoulG 

·\, 
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not be necessary to insist further that a price or value is actually the 

objective answer to a number of questions including 11How much?ll or 11 How many? 11 , 

tind is a means of making subjective v~lues meaningful because potent~al buyers 

may purcn~se at refrain from purchasing, just as they choose. 

It is highly effect~ve in allocating resources in a ~arket system 

that uses private land in circumstances that involve opportunity costs. 

The public market, used to allocate resources, frequently is r..otivated 

by non-price values. Education, for example, involves.costs but the economic 

value of the private m~rket is not the most meaningful q~ality here as long as 

a generally acknowledged need can be used to justifY. the policy decision 

resulting in the allocation of resources fro~ the public sector. 

Und~r various circumstances public spending for wildlife support on 

the basis of a policy decision could be undertaken: 

1. A govern~ent policy to redistribute regiona_l inco~e and to provide 

local jobs during the autumn could be effected by the indirect method of 

improving wildlife habitat to inc~ease "toJ"aterfowl, to increase hunting, to 

'increase jobs. The cost of such a policy can be establish~d although its 

economi.c value cannot. Income redistribution for that would be the goal 

might be achieved by a less circuitous and more effective means but the 

objective of job creation could be used as an indirec.t justification for 

habitat improvement. 

2. A policy decision could be made that waterfowl or ga~e attract enough 

foreign hunters who spend enough foreign exchange to make it desirable to 

expend publ~c. funds to assure game for their recreation and, indirectly, to 

help to ameliorate bal::"J.ncc of ;:t<lyme:·"tts ;:>roblcr:-:s and give sup!_)ort to a region. 

It would increase the cosl1 flow throu~l1 a region at a point in tim~. (Sec 

T<1blc 2). 



-------- -----------------

TABLE 2 

Numbers of United States 
Waterfm'll Hunters Who nrmported" 

Canadian Hunting Privileoes 

1963-1964 1964-1965 

Duck Hunters 4,225 

Goose Hunters 1,347 

Source: 11Summary of American Hunter Game Imports·and 
Participation in Canadian Hunting 1964-1965H, 
Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife, 
Minneapolis, Hinn. 

4, 727 

1",456 

25. 
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3. A policy decision could be taken to the effect that'wildlife habitat 

destroyed in one area by public ?rejects will be replaced by other habitat in 

some other site or area. 

4. A policy decision could be made that a general value will be used to 

help measure and compare recreation values of wildlife for public projects 

to establish an administrative; 11 price11 becaus·e governme'nt feels recreation 

is so generally accepted to have value that it can be calculated for projects 

built by public funds as part of their justification. 

5. A policy decision might be made to reduce social costs by reverting 

marginal land to wildlife purposes or accepting that water shed protection 

measures or other conservation measures are socially significant and are 

justified without consideration of market criteria. This would mean that 

wildlife or waterfowl production \Vas achieved as a by-product of a social 

policy decision. Eliminating ma_rgi-.1al agricultural land use through land 

closure," and using wildlife production as the reason, would be meaningful 

~ecause goverlli~ent. policy said. it was. Even then, however, the service that 

would actually be purchased would not be wildlife production but purchasing 

and eliminating the right to be poo~ and to be a charge on society, as a 

consequence of use of poor land. 

6. A policy decision might be made that, based on evidence availabl.e, 

certain wildlife or waterfowl are likely to become economic goods within so~e 

time period and this is certain enough to justify support of large populations 

through the interim. The.~ost of this would be the purchase of breeding 

habitat by governffient and/or hunters or other users. The purchase decision 

~-;ouJ.dn 1 t be miidc on the basis of prcso2nt cconoliiic values fat~ wildlife becuuse 

they don 1 t exist, in p<trt 0cct:use no c:.:;a;.:-;.:e is made • 

.. ~~---------------
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7. Some thought needs to be given to the relative requirements for 

establishing wildlife populations in particular, with specificity, predictability 

and certainty, at a place, in terms of providing a product for people in 

metropolitan areas that is marke~able \vhethcr it is used for hunting or viewing. 

A great deal of attention should be given to these possibilities. 

There are then tivo ways of reaching the goal of maintaining or· 

increasing wildlife production: 

1. Using market values and competing in the private land market for 

habitat with the consumer paying the opportunity cost of producing waterfowl 

o:q 

2. Using government policy decisions as a basis for getting and Usi~g 

the resources necessary but only on the results of a particular programme that 

could be casted to produce or maintain wildlife·not on the. spurious basis of 

their unit or economic value of dollars and cents. It bears repetition that 

money spent in an area in association with some recreation activity, such as 

hunting merely measures the amount of money spent on that particular form of 

--==1.. 
consumpt_ion as distinct from another. Under certain conditions this can be 

meaningful in budget allocation, but it cannot appropriately be used for budget 

justificat"ion unless a policy decision says so. As any neconomic value II is 

concerned it may be interesting but is essentially irrelevant. 

Conclusion 

It is not difficult to establish the cash flow resulting froill the 

presence of hunters in an area. The multiplier effect can be determined. 

Indeed, this frequently has been done as justification for govern~ent recreation 

investment. If a policy decision is made that such spending is reason enough 

to produce wildlife then no economic value is needed nor, indeed, can it be 
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1<i ldlife. 

It might also be asked whether the relevant experience exists to 

permit predictability of production for ~vildlife, particularly waterfowl. 

\Vildlife management thus far appears dependent on hunting rules to affect 

animal populations used for hunting purposes, rather than on mass production 

as in· the case of cattle. A move into actual production and management appears 

to require a different order of experience and research and probably implies a 

tremendous increase in costs. Star.1p sales in the U.s. programme of habitat 

acquisit.ion, for example, cover only some 1/3 of the total costs even if one 

calculates the administration costs conservatively and eliminates the interest 

cost on money advanced by Congress in anticipation of future stamp sales. 

The conclusion is unavoidable that the only means of establishing a 

pric~ or value for wildlife is: 

1. By confronting the consumer with the cost and observing whether he 

will pay it, or 

2. By establishing an administrative price of very limited applicability 

for use on government projects. 

I~ would appear that because we know nothing of the cost .of a wildlife or 

specifically waterfowl program~e it could be·~egitimate to ask to establish 

the cost of such a program~e, an4 the biological predictability of waterfowl 

produced from it to use as the cost or supply side of the equation. This cost 

could legitimately be used as a basis for a stamp programme to determine whether 

there was sufficient demand_to actually cover the cost of production. This 

could also require a tax on hunters or"the purchase of special stamps for the 

pri~ilcge of hunting certain species. With that.~oncy going to the producer 

I 
\ 

and \Vith the cost known and \vith tl-.c cost covcvcd by consu rs "ldl · .t: ... , r.1c ) w~ ~J..e or 

waterfowl would become economic ~oods~ 
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It might be noted that the cost of supplying U.S. hUnters is not known 

in terms of the opportunity cost: of Canadian land. It should be established·. 

Filling the American hunti;1g system with waterfowl at the expense of Canadian 

agriculture is not a Canadian obligation; or, if it is, it should become an 

explicit part of the supply cost equation so that it can be .recogriized as a 

; 

part of what we are purchasing. 

\ 
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RT-:CO!.-HffiNDATIONS 

Frequently what vm clo not knmv is r.1.ore ir.1portant than what V7C do know 

if '1;-le kno'tV it. It is as vital to define the magnitudes and margins of our 

ignorance as to define our areas of kno'l;·;ledgc. ~·lithout knowing both we cannot 

bound unccrtainty.and calculate • 1 
r~s.c.. Such knm-1ledge makes it possible to 

accomodate uncertainty and risk in a programme equation and to judge the 

probability of achieving desired goals. In short, the goals become predictable. 

Research into questions, assumptions nnd alternatives is a way of 

finding what HC do kno'tV' and 'Hhat "tva don1t know. As the cliche' has it .lltoday's 

research is tomorrow's cmbnon scnscn. The outlines of the elements of a 

research programme follows. The implication is that it might be·better to 

examine the problems of costs and biological variables and to establish some 

bounds and estimates_ of risk, scale, cost, predictability and quantity before 

~roceeding too far on a full scale programme. Not all the biological, econoilliC 

or ec~logical returns are in yet. Setting the highest immediate priority on 

research including the usc of prototype programmes, and secondary priority on 

a large scale acquisition program.-rie accomplishes several_ things. 

1. Placing short tcnn easements on essential habitat likely to be drained 

will, at minimum cost, provide waiting time to make final decisions. 

2. Data that is not no~1 available' that v;rill be essential for determining 

how large the programme is to be or can be '1;·7ili become available. 

3. By buying time (or 11heclging11 ) the most popular constraint, breeding 

habitat, can be tested and'rcfined. 

t~. Time is bought chc.:..::>lY to rr:ore thorou.c;hly evaluate the constraint to 

reduce the risk of actin~ o;-; the tvo:ong constraint or acting ineffectively on it 

in attacking. 

/ 
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5. By supporting a research priority instc'ad of full scale acquisition, 

we are essentially purchasing time for research which V1ill permit more 

qualitative and efficient decisions to be taken at a future date. 

Besides buying time to make a "better" decision, a research ;>rograrnme 

explores the cost of alternative procedures so that the right policy or co~-

bination of policies can be sc~ectcd to meet: future needsr policies can be 

·revised as nm'l' needs and goals become apparent. 

It is essential to understand that the Canadian Wildlife Service is 

confronted by a dynamic situation. Both requirements and needs will ch~ngc. 

It may be unnecessary now to make the flonce and for alllf kind of decision that 

the U.S. acquisition programme is forced to make. Indeed, by going all out on 11 
,.,hat appears to be the relevant historic constraint, the vital present or ne,; "/ 

constraints may be all but overlooked. Only a low cost, short-run decision that___Jl 

protects 11vital11 habitat in the short-run may be needed. ·Demands may change. 

1-le may find there is (or is not) danger from agricultural innovation and 

expansion. Hunters and others 1vho shoot game may become willing to pay for its 

production or to use less of it, or to undertake greater "rit~c:tlu hunting. 

The examination of alternative policy directions based on good data 

and with defined goals is extre~cly important because it prevents serious and 

costly errors. 

lVhat we have tried to emphasize in these recommendations is that there 

are ways in which risk can be minimized and uncertainty bounded. This is 

accom?lished by us.ing e>:perimental programmes as 1·mll as probes into perhaps 

unrecognized and critical bas'ic assu.-nptions to further illuminate the op-

portun·i tics and hazurds He: face in making choices. 

N'ot the lc:-~st of th~ hazarcls is th0 .:tcccf!tance of sim~le assum~tions 

!:>Uch as the nssura,tion that the only 1-:~y to meet game ancl l.:<ltcTfo,.,l llcle:-:~z.nc!" 
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is to increase the number of birds and animals. ------------- - ---~--

One relevant and meaningful programme v10uld be. to place 
I 

/ 
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ac~ 
~nting by a program.."ne of licensing, taxing or stamp sale. /This approach is 

/ the---o~~l--~ meaningful way of establishing hot·T ma~y····t;-p~d:~:, hoW much to charge 

and tvho to charge. It does not cst.:.blish a value or price for individual 'Hater-

fot.rl but it does the 'same thing as a price docs; ·by providing a payi'llent to the 

producer for production it is a guid~ to allocation of production factors. 

Hhere allocation of private land bett·1cen agriculture and tvaterfov7l is necessary, 

only a cash payment is effective and .that, ,..,ill eventually be if. it is not 

now-- the opportunity cost of the land in·agriculture. 

If problems are to be solved and meaningful programme results achieved 

for ~vaterfowl, the immediate need is a research programme to ascertain the 

out~r limits of both biological and econo~ic possibilities for maintaining or 

increasing numbers of ~vaterfo;;vl ~ Also needed is a thorough understanding of 
.,--fl---

\ 
\ what can be accomplished, the costs involved and a revision of established 
\ 

goals in the light of these research results. Both time and research are 

required to establish whether agricultural d~ainage in Cana.da is actually of 

the same order of severity. as in the U.S. and "1hether or not it requires the 

same type of programme, and whether the investment in easements results in 

waterfowl production that ~.,rould not have taken place in ·any event. 

A five year research prograrr.me, including continued experiment "lith 

Pilot project acquisition programmes and evaluation of results, would help to 

establish the full costs ~7 producing "tVaterfm·rl. Potential sources of user 

financing could be investigated during this period to.co~pare costs and 

~otcntial inco~e. 

The &O<ll of such a E'J:Cogr.::!iT' .. ':".c 't·.1ould be to find the rnost. effective 
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It is clear that the cozt of such research could be.hcld to a minimu~ 

by using the U.s. acquisition r>rOfl'i"<:mne in the Plai.ns States as a means of 

testing assu~ptions, priorities and r,onls. A much more concise definition of 

:?roblem and <r,·rays of effectinr; it is needed .::nd there would be merit in 

evaluating the American programme to help refine and clarify Canada's priorities 

and acquisition goals. 

Haterfo't.;l research done in the U.S. is a costless commodity for 

Canada and it does not cryst<lllise into political obligation when imported to 

Canada. The potentially useful research on Prairie waterfat·tl presently being 

undertaken at. Jamestmm should liOt be ignored as an aid in revising goals for 

·Canadian progranun_es when results are achieved from some of the waterfo117l 

research programmes. This also applies to the. Denver Experime~t Station. 

These are recommended not in place of, but in addition to Canadian biological 

research on Prairie waterfowl although co-ordination might help to avoid 

duplication. 

An appropriate research programme for establishing costs of wildlife 

production might be maintained for several years to refine and test the 

effectiveness of present tentative priorities established for the Canadian ----9rogra~~e.· Necessary easements and inputs might cost much mOre or much less 

than anticipated; enviroTh~ental ·pollution and plant succession might make a 

revision of acquisiton priorities necessary to include only areas where 

11 natural" habitat remains, and "t<7here agriculture is not established and is not 

likely to be established. The point is that very little is known biologically 

or economically. This would permit sufficient time to write answers to a 

nu~bcr of critical questions. 
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·Recommended Par-ts of .1 Bio lor::ic- Eco..,omic Research· Prograrr:mc 

Some ncfcJ:C:iCC Po).nt:. for. Policy and Pricing 

1. Hmv much money to su"plv only C.c~nadinn Hunters? - What are the economic· 

costs of obtaining sufficient easements in Canada to provide breeding population 

fqr only the number of waterfowl shot in Canada? This question would be designed ) 
. ' 

to establish the annual cost of r.1eeting Canadian needs; how much of Canada's ! 

hunting needs would· be met by its Crown land, and ho!-1 much money· Hould it cos_t 

to purchase the balance of habitat needed for Canada. ~Jould farmers relinq_cish 

future drainage and filling rights? · Is this op9ortunity cost, net return, land 

marl<.et price or above market. ?rice? Do farmers wish payment no'>-.' or later, 

if, how much latei? How much of the cost iceberg can we see now and is the 

whole acceptable-? Extrapolation of these costs '>'lill give a rough idea of the 

total cost of ·supplying Canadian hunting and viewing needs. Anything additional 

to that is a cost incurred to provide game for_ U.S .• hunters • ., u-f-£ ~(W ()1/l-f~ 
' wv (f, 

2. t·mat cost effectiveness is there in managing hunters instead of producing riYil 

birds? Hunter management has apparently proved successful for game manager.1ent 

in the past. Pr~dicti_on of the cost and the effect on po::>ulat{on is mar~ likely 

to be successful now despite the necessity of more "political judgements" in 

setting hunting regulations than in designing policies to pro.duce game. The 

number of biological variables are vastly great. This does not make biological 

estimates ineffective: it underlihes the need for real biological precision to 

reduce the probability of political error. Hunter management, because of fe'>·ler 

·variables, has the advantage of producing the most predictable results at least 

cost. Hunter management inevitably requires cl~tailed knowledge of the size of 

the game herd or flock and its mn.jor ch~:::acteristics. · It docs not require 

------ ---------------
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kno't.;ledge of hm.; to manipulate all -::he biologiCal, environmental and climate-

logical variables that influenCe ~opulation. ·Investment in perfecting tools 

for managin3 hunters efficic:1tly r.tight. be best' until the production methods, 

costs and efficiency are known. 

3. Examination of game "oroducts11 • -~her_: is lack of specific=::rJas to ;;,at 

kind of game product is Wanted. G~;ne and 't·1at~~-{~wl ~~-d~i-r;r·s·h-~ve different 

I 

·~ 

objectives with respect to game. Their vrants may be competitive. Indeed, many 

who wish to see live 't\l'aterfov1l or co rctrivc a deacj. one must often forgo that 

pleasure because they live in a metropolitan area or because they cannot afford 

to travel to Banff or Baffin Bay. An ex~min&tion should be made o~ ways to 

establish game llproducts 11 wit~in 100 miles _of a major city. 
~ 

In short, wildlife management in general would continue by federal and j. 

provincial government regulations but they would be refined to yield a greater 

specificity of 11produc;:t11 • This could include 'tvatching resident ~1aterfO't.;l or 

game at refug~s, and shooting resident game or waterfowl at hunting preserves .=-
near large cities. 

Specific projects of this so~t 't.;ould produce wildlife for defined 

purposes -- a predictable, saleable, llprOctucttl supported by user fees. This 

could make game and waterfowl products economic goods by refining demand. Such 

?rejects serve a particular public need and help generate public support for use 

of government financing. In the past wildlife in general was -managed generally 
·····--·····---~------------·-------

\-~~th the hope that large numbers "t-.Tould then supply particular needs. NO'tv ---- ·-··· . ~--------~---· ------ -- ----- ··-----··--·· ------------· 
specifics are needed. 

4. Examining future hunter dCwand and present assumptions. - Research should 

examine. t"t.;o factors: the effect of city livin'J, on hunting activity, the 

elasticity of hunting dcmnnd when there is a substantial price increase, ~nd 

;· 
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the el3sticity of substitution of one kind.o£ hunting for another, given a price 

increase for one. {The U.S-. stam? progr~F.mc could provide data on those hunters 
r----

that the cost of ~~.:~.::__:_~~3rmT:~--=.:iminnted ~~tin ... ~ These might be 

examined to deterr.tine explicit reasons 'Nhy people stop hunting when faced l>."ith 

an increase in cost. Obviously, this 'vould not be easy. But extrapolation of 

hunting requirements (and use of this as a foundation for a costly programme) 

b~sed on hunting experience from a rural past and free game is a very crude 

technique and is not trustworthy. l 1Dcmandu is not autonomous and it does not 

ah<ays go up. 

5. Sponsor research into habitat loss rates. There is much speculat::.:-... n but 

little data on the amount, extent and future of Canadian drainage. Habitat >1ill 

u 
be affected by changed agricultural technology and land use, but there is little 

firm data. A properly planned five y~ar research programme would ?rovide needed 

data. This should be undertaken. 

Several large >later projects will eventually be established on the 

Prairies with reservoirs and dams. Some effort might be made to find whether / 11 ~
these are likely to be adaptable for •·aterfm<l breeding habitat. V 
------- We also recommend a survey made over a five year period to establish 

actual trends in drainage by ranchers and farmers. He would also reconm:~end that 

'"• ~J all drainage irrigation and reservoir projects be analysed for their likely 

effect on waterfowl habitat and the possibility of providing amelioration. 

should also incorporate best estimates of tvhen pro.jects \Vill be built and of all 

projects likely to be established under a t>lenty-five year planning horizon. 

Effects should be analysed. 

6. InvC!sti<:':ation of an administ'!.';'ltiv'2: n::ic~ (Hfint nr.icen) for nrojcct ~lanr:!i.r:c:: 

nurno~~s 2nd for a~clioration. - It is reco~~c~dcd that the possibility and 
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feasibility of establishing an arbit1·ary value to be used in benefit cost 

procedures in planned projects be investigated. Presumably these would have to· 

be acceptable to provinces ~nd ~r.c~cics, as measures of loss from impoundrr.ent 

areas, together ,..-ith accc;tablc ~':-occdurcs fa~ amelioration and replaccrr.cnt. 

·The assessment for replacing habi,l:.at lost by destruction might be the most 

valuable examination that could be m~dc, assuming it could gain administrative 

acceptance (See Appendix). 

7. Thoroughly cX<lrr:ini7lg magnitudes of v.;:.rious causes of 'tvatcrf0i·71 mo.rtalitv to \"{I Nl /Z. 
C v-t! r"ltf t.J ~-

establish research and socnding :;r5.oritics. - He recom."TTcnd a thorough assessment tl'-/ 

of the magnitudes of causes of \.;aterfm·11 I<lo.rtality. It is· clear that some -- f(JrftffC(~ .. 

hunting is an example -- are a n:ajor cause but others, such as parasites J are 

relatively minor or their importan~s unkno't·m·. A ranking of the cause of 
' 

mortality with the relative efficiency and cost of control,would greatly aid in 

establishing priorities as to 't-.'hat needs to be done and what could be done at a 

certain cost. This will help policy planners to decide what can be done in terms 

of cost and efficiency. "~ _ "i f;l;- 11 ~ d; o--- fr j 
1 

, "(,..I # . 
" fl,·yv.f 1J v' 

8. Hmv many Hatcrfm·rl are 11 enoughll: 't-Ihat is the total cost of the uvoer limit: t--") 
j 

&,_..r 4 

Hith v1hat orobability can it be reached; ~·;hat is the cost? - A problem not { 
- (.WJ, 

adequately dealt with is the question.tthm~ ma.ny?u. This is explored in part in lf/t f 

q -
the Appendix. Its ·importance lies in the ar..ount and .the cost ·of land and v;ater 

necessary for a flight of 17 million ducks compared with the land and water inputs· 

needed for a flight of 100 million ducks. There does not appear to be agreement 

on the. necessary number of w·atcrfowl among scientists in Canada, much less between 

Canada and the u.s. It appears that an effort.is being made to prove that no 

matte>; what f±gure is proposed, more >raterfowl are required. The crux is that 

a planning goal of a minimum flight of 17 million can be planned for, but an 
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indeterminate, Ot>en•ended goal cannot. 1 A smaller figure is prObably also easier 

to guarantee by preplanning than is a larger one, given such massive and unpre• 

dictable variables as drought. 

A. specific goa 1 can also be more easily cos ted under a variety of 

assumptions. To answer the question of 11how many" we recommend a macro approach 

l'lith a "reasonable" upper limit. The objective Would be to determine the amount 

of land necessary and its cost, the effect of drought on production and the 

prObability of effectiveness, given the unknowns. A target and an upper limit 

makes planning possible. The allocation of funds also becomes easier. An open 

ended goal is not easy to plan for or to justify where there are competing ·uses 

for the resources needed to produce waterfowl • 

. The goal of the "maximum feasible production of waterfowl" is so loosely 

a definition as to be almost meaningless. But an annual flight of a specific 

number of birds can be analysed in terms of cost and using_ a variety of· 

assumptions. 

9. Analysis of sources of. user revenue. - We recommend tha~ an analysis be 

of potential sources of user revenues and the possibility of tapping these 

sources. Clearly the provinces will be of major importance in this and that 
F 1 ;t; r :JJJr:.r-r n P-1 

fact should be considered i,n any such asse~sment. 1/f/! u.J(f t<. 

The preceding recommendations for costing and efficiency of the wildlife 

programmes assume user fees will be used- in substantial amounts, or that a p.olicy 

decision has or will be taken that provides federal government backing and funds. 

Establishing a prograrr.me cost will provide an objective basis for assessing 

users, or for a policy decision to absorb cost. Probable sources of user 

revenue furnish the actual 11 demand11 side of the equation; used together with 

estimated programme costs or 10 supply11 this can establish the. amount of habitat 

r 
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(the number of waterfowl) that can be bought with income from' users, when this 

cost to users indicates the personal value they place on birds and rations the 

quantity taken. 

10. Combining social and economic purposes with an acquisition prograrr.me. - There 

are many situations where it is possible to combine a programme such as habitat 

acquisition with significant social goals. The social value of preventing the jr/~O~ 
use of some submarginal land (because of the poverty cycle that results) may be 

greater than the value of any game or waterfowl produced on the land after closure. 

This is also true of removing some tyres of land from production. The social goal 

helps justify the 11 chance" wildlife produced by closure. 

We recommend an examination of points where meshing of complementary 
'l, 

social goals might be used to reserve land for wildlife by examining randomly 
~ 

select~d agricultural areas in conjunction with the Canada Land Inventory. 

might also be highly useful to work with Council of Resource Kinisters on this 

and to establish in conjunction with ~RDA the amount and location. of land subject 

to closure. Other social needs might be meaningful for this purpose. These 

include watershed protection, retention of "wildland banks" f_o.r possible 11 future11 

uses., green belts, land reserves and so forth. Such land "closure" to eliminate 

the source of rural poverty was a feature of u.~. Depression policy. Closing 
' . 

down large chunks of the Lakes Sta~es 11cut over" to eliminate attempts to farm 

the poor land has resulted in a "social benefit" in the fifties as the regrowth 

or amenity resource began to draw recreationists there. 

This should have a _research priority· second only to establishing 

amelioz:ative values and Ufiat prices'' for project evaluation. 

There appear to be two eventualities: one, the possibility of closing 
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down land or putting it into "negative management" when there is no rational 
.-----._.:. ~~\ 

I J 
way of using it for agriculture. This runs into the old problem that if land d;l~-

has insufficient nutrients for agriculture, it probably, though not necessarily, 

also has insufficient nutrients for prod~cing or maintaining waterfowl. ,Perhaps 

a programme of research on the use of poor land for waterfowl production should 

become a prime objective~~--~---------

The second possibility would appear to lie in the direction of land 
;:; ([_>~ .... ;(. 11 -

rationalization. Only "rational" d_rainage of sloughs and potholes would be done. 

This might mean "rational" in the sense of technology, market conditions of land 

value, and so forth. 

Another possibility would appear to be in government land acquisition 

and resale. In these circumstances the responsible government could retain 

drainage easements on rationalized land. Already a large number of provincially

controlled wetlands exist as Crown water; if it is possible to prevent drainage 

on these alone, (through court orders or other means) it reduces the drainage 

problem considerably. 

These proposals for a research programme could be significantly modified 

and, quite conceivably, could be improved through such modification. Disagree-

ment with details as to the most appropriate research programme should not, 

l \1. ' 
~· 

however, be permitted. to cloud or obscure the one over-riding conclusion of 
.=;:::;:p=--·.this study -- the conclusion that the absence of a body· of .research data is 

prejudicial to good game management in Canada and. that- the' failure to initia~e · 

a very large biologic-economic research programme would, in the view of the 

authors of this study, be a very grave mistake;. 

---·---~----·--···--
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APPENDIX A 

GOALS, ALTEfu~ATIVES, PRIORITIES, ASSUMPTIONS 

Wildlife is not usually a direct source of wealth or employment, nor 

an economic good whose sale will cover ·the cost of its inputs. Wealth is 

something that can be used to ?romote human welfare. Wealth also has to be 

related to human ends that are wants or needs and will be ";>aid for" by taking 

something and giving up something else, IVildlife is a "residual" of expanding 

agriculture that replaces natural habitat with agricultural production, 

We are really asking the question: what wealth is provided by wildlife 

or waterfowl that can justify removing land from agr~culture either by direct 

purchase or by preventing the sale of Grown land? 

Waterfowl is a consumers' good that is wanted as a free good. It is 

becoming increasingly scarc·e with hunting· pressure and as natural habitat is 

-shifted to agricultural producti·on. The-• following sections examine briefly 
./ 

some aspects of a wildlife or waterfowl programme, whether purchase is made by 

individuals through payment for hunting p,rivileges or by government. programme 

or by use of Crown land. They are designed to illuminate goals, alternatives, 

priorities, and assumptions if answers can be got to establish great specificity, 

and some· bounds to existing needs- and wants. Some of the questions ·could be 

answered by use of a pricing mechanism that confronted consumers with the cost: 

of their selection. Many decisions, however complex, can heli' to direct us 
\ 

towar~ the same ends, 

Land and water of certain kinds, amounts and ·in certain configurations 

are·required to produce the mallard hunting duck on the Prairies. Land without 

water is required as arable and grazing lands·t:o produce wheat and cattle. Hore 

' 
' 

·--------~-----------
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land can be "created" by filling potholes and sloughs. Land with the control 

and limitation of surface water, as well as land creation by filling, is 

necessary for cattle production. These uses being often at the same time or 

place often conflict and a choice must be made between producing wheat-beef, 

or waterfowl. As wheat or grazing uses are extended they change the natural 

habitat of breeding, nesting and moulting potholes and sloughs in the same way 

that droughts do; wheat production also changes natural environment because machine 

efficiency now requires very long, flat and dry fields; cattle production also 

requires changes such as fencing of natural potholes and sloughs because of 

production intensity; intensity, also requires control of natural potholes and 
I 

'sloughs because they may have become poisonous from pesticides, fertilizers, 

·other residue and algae. Ground water sources are safer, and control of 

location of surface water sources for cattle is required in order to properly 

distrib~te cattle to equalize grazing pr~~sure. 

"· The' po.int here is that Crown and private land and water may be used 

in many ways, and at least two of these ways produce a money income for the 

farmer. They are wheat and. cat~le. lf they were not used at all they might 

·produce waterfowl. 

As the demand for the economic good, beef, increases and land prices 

rise, more land will be removed from natural waterfowl habitat. 

The only sensible solution if more waterfowl are wanted is to purchase. 

the private right to drain or fill-- to purchase(at opportunity cost) potholes 

and sloughs biologically defined as necessary for waterfowl. This would not· 

reduce the personal income of private farmers but would replace it. Public 

lands that are less susceptible to private market prices or opportunity cost 

(national or provincial parks or other reserves and unsettled or sparsely 

'.'· 

---------- ---------------------
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settled land) will always provide minimal habitat for numbers. of waterfowl. 

Health that is meaningful· is that which satisfies human needs. It is 

often established in two ways: people wish it and purchase it privately or it 

is so widely wanted that a government or other politically representative 

revenue gathering organization produces it, or purchases and distributes it at 

cost or without cost·to its public. ·(This is the case with national defense, 

services of some crown corporations, social security, some aspects of education 

and roads.) In short when a thing has value it will either be paid for 

privately or it will be publicly produced and distributed. In the latter case 

it has to be widely wanted. Indeed, a decision to hold Crown-land for public 

recreation use is a conscious'dccision not to use that Crown land for agriculture 

or forestry and to forgo an increase in public wealth from lease or stumpage 

fees.. If it is withheld the cost is the price the private sector would have 

paid for it. 

Quit'e obviously this returns. to the question of allocation of scarce 

resources or the use of things that can be used to produce other things. It is 

possible to us~ natural configurations and amounts of land and water to produce 

waterfowl; it is also P.ossible to change the natural configurations by draining, 

filling, etc. (thereby creating new ~ 1area11 ) to create personal, regional, and . 
. • 

national wealth relative to what was produced before from wildland. Actually 

the choices or causality are not that clearcut. They are relative: the lapse 

involved in draining and filling means the land recovered can be used for the 

new purpose for only a portion of, for example, the following ten year period. 

It is not an absolut_e, but a relative change. 

Should the export of ducks produce a payment to the land holder from 

southern sources that was of such size that it persuaded farmers to hold the 

--"-··------· ---
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:land in natural form for waterfowl production, then waterfowl would become an 

economic good and as such ·would counter the re-allocation of land that is 

occurring. 

If certain varieties of waterfowl are .to become economic goods and if 

they can be produced only by the purchase of drainage rights; a high enough 

price will have to be paid farmers so they will not allocate their land to 

production of the, as yet, more certain income from wheat and cattle. In short, 

.if federal or provincial governments decide that returns to recreation industry 

justify a policy of purchase of waterfowl habitat 'to protect it from agricultural 
.. ' 

changes, that is acceptable. ~laterfm•l production becomes economically productive 

' because the government payments to farmers made it so. The government payment, 

how~ver, cannot be used first, to establish the economic good and then to justify 

. the programme on the basis th~t waterfowl are an economic good. The onus, then,. 

is on others in accepting hunters spending as a suitable basis for this 

governmental subsidy. If the source of monies were hunters and payment were \ 

·directly or indirectly to farmers, then waterfowl would legitimately be an s: 
economic good. Their legitimat,e value would be the cost of acquiring their 

habitat if someone paid it. If general revenues alone were the source, then 

payment to farmers would have to be based or justified on the basis of subsidy 

to spending as aid to a part of a regional recreation industr.y (or more 

specifically to those operators of cabins, camps, restaurants, sporting goods 

stores, that benefit from such short bursts of spending.) This may or may not' 

be justified. The point is moot. Is there political support for it? 

Several. significant points emerge from this and should be emphasized. 

The first prio·rity for Canadian government prog:.;-ammes are to those that aid 

its own citizens. In the Prairies and the west, rural income.and livelihood 

' 
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are heavily dependent on meat and grain production. This has increased steadily 

with developnlent of lucrative, firm foreign markets for wheat and domestic markets 

for beef. The Prairie waterfowl habitat is also in this area and the agricultural 

transition to both breaking more ground and to greater intensity of production . 

can't be halted without payment, without a detrimental effect on the region's 

income. Therefore the prospective income must be replaced. Land values are 

rising steadily and so the cost of purchasing drainage and filling rights will 

become higher and higher. 
; 

That income has to be replaced is not arguable because the decisi-ons 

of private land holders ·can only be effected through persuasion and/or a money 
I 
I 

. pa·yment. Provincial decisions on the uses of Crown land -- except where closure 

is' economically desirable-- may not shift land into economic uses any more 

than will the decisions of private owners. Provincial changes may involve a 

loss "of tax revenue. 

If additional habitat for duck production is desirable it will have 

to periodically be bid away from agriculturalists for some amount up to a 

maximum of the gross,amount the land would bring to the farmer in another use. 

No one really knows the full cost of such a programme or the number of waterfowl 

it will. save, the .amount of uncertainty and risk involved, the probability of· 

success, and whether the proper number and type of alternatives are being 

looked at, 

The causal management of wildlife is a most perplexing and difficult \,_ 
\ 

undertaking. There is vast, complexity and uncertainty of prediction and ! 

causality of the biologicai ·factors for production alone. When budgetary 

lim~tation int:eracts with the biological complexity, the prospect becomes 

depressing. The following quest:ions and examination of assumptions and . 
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alternatives attempts to more closely structure the problem t~ re-emphasize 

important questions and illuminate difficult decisions. Some could be answered 

now and others after we know more abo~t costs or have more money to use. In this 

way we can arrive at the intent of the terms of reference (the allocation of 

factors by 'price; the number to produce by amount paid) by another channel than 

the presently impossible task of establishing a price or value for a traditionally 

free good without use·of a market mechanism or a payment by the consumer. 

The goal is seen to be maintaining or increasing waterfowl populations 
'-~ 

to supply hunter~ observer and treaty requirements, f~r an unspecified number of 

years. The governing questions are: how many are·enough? of what kind? for 
i 

whom? at what cost? paid by,..whomZ No matter what number is decided there 

may'be alternatives that should be considered. Economics is interested in 

alternative. ways of reaching goals and their costs. It is also interested in 

costs. 

There are several production and management alternatives that may be 

chosen and these have costs of greater or lesser magnitudes: 

1. Ignore drainage and restric,t hunting kill to acceptable limits of the 
. 

waterfowl population and attempt to shift hunters'to "free" upland game, and 

other birds and animals. 

2. Buy enough of the system to. provide for an increasing number of hunters, or 

the same number of hunters, or a decreasing number. 

1. How much is enough? ·Some alternative goals and assumptions. 

There are several major alternatives that can be selected for Prairie 

waterfowl. These· are: 

(1) Ignore the destruction of natural habitat and merely ensure that 
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hunting kill is low enough so that remaining habitat is used to maximum capacity. 

In other words, manage hunter pressure only within the trend itself, at least 

until we are sure huntei: pressure is not itself a causal factor of decline. 

This is a costless alternative. 

(2) Attempt to halt or to reverse the trend by the purchase of large amounts 

of the system. This amounts to purchasing the existing production system and 

may cost a lot now and more in the future. In fact, it is hard to estimate how 

much this alternativ,e would cost. Think of "buying back" and reflooding Im<a, 

as an example to "reproduce" the previous natural conditions. Not the least of 

the difficulty is that the "natural habitat" is no longer there, and· the present 

environment may not be reversible to a previous condition because of the 

succession of ecological plant communities that occurs even independent of man. 

(3) A combination of the two approaches. In short, the answer .to "how 

many?" may be best and most easily answered by "as many as consumers will pay 

for". ·.It is instructive to question the assumptions, criteria and goals under-

lying the question of 11how many?" These follow: 

i. The "gualitv" of certain popular kinds of hunting sport depend on large 

numbers of wildlife. Emphasizing skill and "ritual" aspects (See Appendi:< G) 

of the sport can temper enthusiasm for this "quality" making it independent of 

quantity alone •. This has been done through licensing procedures on the Continent. 

The emphasis on pretested skill and of recognition rather than numbers could 

satisfy the fewer hunters with a smaller population. 

ii. Hunters are the only major clientele considered. There are actually 

at least two other groups to be,considered: people who enjoy observing birds 

and people who care nothing for birds but wish assurance that a species will 

not become extinct through failure to supply funds for their preservation • 

.<. 
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"How many? 11 for each group. Are >tatchers' >tants reduced by the·high hunting 

kill? Should more wildlife (waterfowl) sanctuaries be established ncar cities 

so visible concentrations can be established? Would the latter's wants be 

satisfied anyway if hunting kill were lm<er7 

iii, Should U.S. hunters be supplied with waterfowl from Canadian breeding 

sources? Large numbers of waterfowl said to be necessary for continental 

hunting may depend upon maintaining the many breeding potholes and sloughs in 

the u.s. and Canada. (About 15% and 85% of the total respectively.) Number i 

above has already asked whether hunting quality depends on numbers. Large 

numbers are also wanted of a particular kind because many U.S. and Canadian 

hunters wish to hunt a particular kind of waterfowl that, unlike others, has a 

·high agricultural opportunity cost. The. political boundary between the U.S. and 

Canada is highly meaningful to establish who pays opportunity cost. The two 

pol{tical jurisdictions mean there are two programmes and clientele. The goals 

and priorities of each should be studied independently. At minimum it should 

be asked if the large numbers wanted by U.S. hunters should be produced without 

payment at the expense of Canadian agriculture or by Canada's government. This 

is critical because Canadian land has .ano'ther use and a very highly paying one 

from wheat and cattle in an area -- the Prairies -- where low per farm agricul-

tural income is still all too prevalent. 

iv. Canadian goals and priorities ·are the same as those of the U.s. Canadian 

priorities and goals should be examined from the point of view of Canadian 

interests and wishes and needs. The unequal 15/85 division of breeding and 

nesting habitat was .not, always those proportions, it developed without any plan. 

Individual and government decisions were consciously taken to increase agricul• 

tural production and income and this resulted in a reduction of the waterfowl 

.. ,• '\ 
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"residual" through drainage and filling. As fewer waterfowl were bred on land 

and water under U.s, political jurisdiction the breeding burden fell on Canac!a. 

v. Canada has a waterfowl habitat breeding shortage with 85% of the total. 

Having made these decisions the u.s. now has only 15% of the breeding habitat-

and their acquisition program is legitimately grounded on the fact o~ scarcity 

·of breeding habitat. Does Canada, >~ith 85% of the breeding habitat, have the 

same needs and the same priorities?_ P):esumably the U.S. acquisition programme 

will accumulate sufficient land anfl water to provide a visible population but 

it will not be one that can be hunted. This is perhaps regrettable but is it 

really Canada's problem? Shoulil it legitimat·ely have anything to do with 

Canadian goals and priorities?' 

Or, if it is Canada's problem, then. the problem of costs re-emerges. 

The opportunity cost of purchase of drainage and filling rights on private land 

has to be -paid by someone either individually or collectively or it will not be 

done. This opportunity cost at present is a Canadian payment to u.s. hunters. 

Should this be? If limited breeding habitat is the problem and land purchase 

-
the solution the question of "hoi• many?n re-emerges. Should the provincial 

governments forgo taxes or individual farmers forgo agricultural income, or-should 

Canadian governmental revenues be used to buy drainage rights to provide satis-

factions for American hunters? With 85% of breeding habitat it is not clear that 

there is a Canadian shortage or a high priority for habitat acquisition. 

We may deplore that line that exists over "autonomous natural areas", 

that it fragments the 11unfty" of the migratory system. But, it is there. At 

least 'it establishes a relevant bargaining point·,· We therefore question whether 

the goals and priorities of a Canadian programme-for wildlife are the same as 

those of the.u.s. programme • 

... 
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vi. U.S. hunters payments cannot be made in Canada for habitat purchase. 

Although American hunters pay for the privilege. of hunting waterfowl through 

purchase of duck stamps, which translates itself into the American farmer's 

pocket (and obviously some of the money seeps into Canada by various means). 

51. 

this doesn't pay a single Canadian farmer. That such payment would probably 

affect the formal devision of duck numbers and reduce the take of Canadian hunters 

is not an ans~er. There are persuasive reasons for disallowing U.S. hunters___-

purchase of Canadian land. The effect of this refusal, however, combined with 

lack of a charge to Canadian hunters, means the farmer does ~ot get paid. 

Canadian hunters don't pay either so the farmer does not ·get their money; if 

general revenue is used to maintain a large bag for Canadian hunters, only they 

benefit. 

vii. Canadian sources should supply free waterfowl as their share of main-

taining the continental system. 'Another effect of not asking "how many?" is 

that U.s. hunters, despite their payments to American farmers, are getting a free 

good ·to the degree that they shoot waterfowl produced in Canada. It is little 

wonder that they, like anyone ~lse, (Canadian hunter~ are an example) who enjoy 

a free good, wish more of it - a lot more. The policy question is "should they 

get it at no cost?••. 

It can be argued that U.s •. operation of a series of refuges for migratory 
• 

waterfowl, and state and private investments in marsh and habitat is a major 

contribution in maintenance to the whole continental system. Hunter payments 

for acquisition programmes do help maintain the system and so in equity at least 

they are more advanced but, a counter argument would be as follows: 

Canadian breeding habitat is really the vital nexus of the entire system. 

Take away state and federal maintenance.of refuges, and the waterfowl themselves 

. . 
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would find ~estin~ habitao/ somewhere in the new reservoirs, on the U.S, or Gulf 

Coast, or in South America •. It can also be argued that the maintained refuges 

really serve as baits to waterfowl for benefit of U.S, hunters ensuring pre-

dictability of kill because of the birds' familiarity with the location, protection. 

and food and hunters' ·recognition of that fact. It is an interesting question 

as to whether refuges might be defined as the newest form of "baiting", 

viii. Canadian sources should supply birds in amounts necessary· for the full 

scale operation of the U.S. waterfowl hunting system. The numbers of birds 

necessary to fill' up and make efficient the u.s. 'migratory waterfowl control 

system could require a gr~at m~ny more than at present. Intensive management 

:of refuges and o.ther habitat dould double again the capacity of their system. to 

serve U.S. hunter population. That is very large indeed. The operating 

efficiency of the large scale of the U.S. waterfowl hunting system is not 

necessarily· the highest priority for Canada or for the Canadian farmer. If the 
/----- ·-·---, 

quality of hunting remains a function of the number of waterfowl(destroyed.l 

Canada's furnishing those numbers will be a truly grand international gesture. 

If the American "pot" ,is to be filled with Canadian waterfowl it is 

·well to remember it is a big pot and a gr~at many waterfowl are required to fill 

it. There is a definite decision necessary here as to just what population 

level is necessary, who is to be served and who is to·pay. 

ix. Numbers should not be rationed by price. The question of "how many?" 

is governing and crucial. Is the answer for Canada to be "enough for Canadian 

hunters", or is it to be "enough for Canadian and American hunters"? No matter 

how it is answered there will be.a substantial cost involved and it is better 

that it be paid. by the consumer because it will limit appetite,· regardless of 

the nationality. "How many?" then, goes back to goals and objectives. Is the 

' 
----- - .. -·-·--·-----------
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goal t~ produce enough waterfowl to make the very large American hunter serving 

system efficient? Is it to produce waterfowl for Canadian hunters? Is it 

merely to sustain waterfowl themselves as a goal, or what? 

x. Are increased ·numbers or a predictable supply the .prime need? The need ' 

may actually be a more stable supply of ·waterfowl at a place convenient for 

hunters where both waterfowl and hunter populations can be controlled with a 

high degree of p·redictability. This is necessary in order to return a big enough 

breeding population to use up available habitat, This is a continental problem, 

For watchers, an observable or visible number of waterfowl is needed' close by 

large popul·ation centers. This has little to do with total numbers however. 
/ 

An avi·ary or zoo is an extreme form of establishing a visible population con· 

' centration . ~nd trap shooting is the extreme of supplying a predictable huntable 

supply of something. 

The need may be to exp,lore ways of meeting specific wildlife goals, at 

minimum·cost, where they are needed i.e. to establish huntable numbers within 

100 miles of cities and visible numbers within lO.miles. The need may be to 

produce wildlife in particular, while managing wildlife in· general. The latter 
' 

goal seems to respond best to people ma·,;agement, The former probably requires 

some research and experiment with 11docile" homing species. The point .is that 

'the numbers that are wanted now are not related to costs, but to what hunters 

say they want when it is a free good. The relevant questions once again are: 

"how many? 11 and "how much7 11 • .If hunters are to pay a higher price for their 

sport they wi.ll probably wish a greater assurance that they will get a "product" 

when they pay i't. This· explains.· the expensively mainta.ined shooting clubs at 

waterfowl concentration points. Which species can· be managed to provide water• 

fowl in particular? 
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xi. Waterfowl production or hunter management? Should more.ducks of. a 

specific species be produced or should the goal be to gain such hunter control 

that pressure can be switched by license fees and regulations when some numbers 

of wildlife species become overabundant. The \"ost useful tool may be managing 

hunters because their actions are much more easily calculable than to increase 

the production of wildlife predictably despite the unknown variables of hunter 

action. Instead of attempting to produce wildlife to conform with hun!'er$ 

wishes as a given. fact (requiring increased numbers) it might be better to 

accept the possibility that we do not now know enough to predictably produce 

and manage animal and bird populations at a known cost. Managing kili within 
I 

. the determining fac~or of the! wildlife populat"ion would reduce the pl:'oblem to 

the fierce enough one of accurate inventory and political harassment if a closed 

season were established. This would be the most "certain" way and the most cost 

effective way. At least, that is, until we can produce wildlife population 

responses as predictable as exist for poultry. (The latter took many years of 

study, and much treasure to produce, and it is still a· field full of disap-

·pointing little production surprises.) 
J 

.xii. IVildlife or waterfowl: now, or ·tater. The time preference for production· 

goals is important because it bears on two connected quest.ions. · Should funds 

be invested in research, product~on, or both; when, and in what amounts? If 

time preferences for production now are v~ry high, funds may be fed for actual 

production now at the expense of more efficient later production when more is 

known, Thus, production later might have been higher and more efficient had 

funds been put into research .now. ·This would perhaps imply that only limited 

budg_etary funds should be invested in production and management research except 

for the candidates (5pecies) most likely to become economic goods1 and, that 
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most of the available funds should be invested instead·in research until they 

become economic goods at which point budget and other sources can be used for 

production. This more or less asks the question: How much wildlife can be 

produced now -- above the number that would exist anyway •• by investing a 

million dollars? And coul9 more be produced later if we invested that million' 

in research now? In short what new is really being achieved with a million 

dollars? 

2, Of What Kind? 

The mallard has been the most popular ·and numerous hunting d~ck in 
I 

North America. It does not n~cessarily follow, especially considering the high 

· opportunity cost, that their numbers must be maintained at previous levels or 

·that they can be, In the first place no one really knows how much it would cost·. 

One answer may require trained hunters who are flexible, versatile, and so 

skilled that hunting kill can be made selective as to sex and species. Thus, 

when one species get out of hand hunters are loosed on them like the avenging 

Furies of old. This again is a costless alternative apd makes hunters a tool in 

population control rather than a determinant whose requirements have to be met 

at a great cost. This really depends on which. wild game, or hunting sport, is 

the end in view. 'Also to the extent that Prairie waterfowl are a species with 

.special habitat requirements it mal be cheaper to use those numbers of them 

produced on unthreatened Crown land or species produced in remote places where 

q_.bitat is not threatened. The costless alternative of "free goods" of upland 

game birds or woodchucks or other local game that can use an annual thinning 

can ·also be .considered. Or, both alternatives. can be provided but with a . money 

or 11effort11 price to reduce kill of the species that has become scarce • 
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We are suggesting that it may be very costly to. rnanag~ "causally" and 

intensively a population and that it may be more efficient and 11costless11 to 

manage hunters compared to purchasing the existing production system. At the 

least these'alternativcs should be carefully analysed. 
\ 

The answer to "of what kind?" and 11how many?" could be solved through 

a pricing mechanism by the amount that would be paid for an item that uses 

scarce· inputs and by focusing kill on particular animals, birds, species and 

sex as papulation control requires. The land necessary to maintain the prairie 

ducks in huntable numbers is very expensive. Some expensive habitat, needed 

for breeding, nesting, moulting.and migrating, could be used for agriculture. 

/ 
an economically valuable fowl or not, it is by measure of op· Whether it is 

portunity cost,· a very expensive one to maintain. It may be best to look for 

fowl with less particular and competitive needs. In short, mallards are now 

costly where once they were free goods because the resource that was a free 

input, can· no>< be used for something else that can be sold. It may now be ·time 

to use other animals that are free goods to satisfy hunter needs. This will 

require. a better, more fle:dble .hunter, if that clientele wish "free" game. 
I 

J. For Whom? Will Hunter Numbers Increase? 

A common assuptption that also applies to "how many?" is that the 
' 

increase in number of waterfo><l will necessitate more wildlife· and waterfowl. 

This assumption maJ be accurate.· How~ver, consider that there is a rapid 

novement of people from isolated rural places where hunting is popular such as 

to•.ns, and small cities to l~rge clustered cities. This movement w~ll probably 

continue· for a time. A glance at hunting participation (Table Al) suggests 

that a much higher per cent of total population in the small cities, to•ms and 

rural places hunt than do.residents in hletropolitan places. Of. course 3 per 
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Big Cities 

Small Cities 

·Towns 

Rural Areas 

/' 

_:·' . 

TABLE Al 

Per Cent of Hunters .-ith Residence 
in Cities, Towns and Rural Areas 

Per Cent of 
1955 

(%) ' 
' 

. f 
·' 6 

12 

16 

Hunters 
1960 

(%) 

3 

6 

13 

17 

Annual Hunting Trips 
of more than l day 

(000) (%) 

273 

731 

607 

2,692 ·,i 3.2 

Source: "1960 National Survey of Hunting and Fishing11 :_:. · · -.·_. 
·-,.:\·. 

U.s. Department of -Interior. · · 
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cent of the population of large, growing areas is a lot, but ~o suggest that 

hunting is a rapidly growing sport without looking at ·underlying bases is not 

convincing. 

One might infer, for example, that hunting is a sport acquired by 

individual tutelage from adult males of farm origin who train their sons and 

nephews to hunt. In cities there. is les$ opportunity, fewer such teachers, 

more money for other recreation pursuits, many more forms of recreations, etc. 

This set of conditions may. very significantly affect hunter numbers by 1975 •. 

·.The number of hunters in general 'or hunters of particular kinds of animals· and 
.' ' ' 

birds could as easily decline as increase in ten years despite expected 

/ k ·•. population increases. 

Hunting is also 'related to the avai.lability of game. That alone 

·.restricts its effective production for that use to a 'radius within 100 mil'es 

of the citY• When game or places to shoot it in that radius. are limited there 

is probably also a reduction in hunter numbers. 

Nearly as good a case can be made for the decrease in numbers of 

hunters as for an increase. The'refore, in projecting demand, it would be well 

'to treat the number of hunters as a conditional variable rather tha~ as a pre

dictable rate of increase ori which need for increased numbers of game are' based. 

This will cert-ainly have a major l'ffect on the -question of "how niany?n, Indeed, 

an attempt to assess the effect of city living on people born in the country 

might be most desirable in evaluating the validity of present demand estimates 

or for projecting new ones. 

. ' 
The question of. "for whom?" also relates to conflict .between hunting· 

and observing clientele. Traditionally, hunting ciientele'havP. been serVed as 

a first priority in contrast to bbservers. Those interested in wildlife 
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(called clientele) have traditionally been conceived as a uni·tary group, 

although this may be quite inaccurate •. The competition between hunters and. 

wildlife observers, for example, is in the tenaency of the former to reduce 

59. 

total numbers and perhaps, therefore, visible wildlife. The two groups, then, 

may conflict in goals and interests. ·A relevant question is "for whom?" the 

total number of waterfowl is to be increased. 

Anothe·r question is whether, as intimated in. so,;.e (especially conserv• 

ation) literature, wil9life are or should be maintained for their own sake. If 

it is that, it is a quite different goal and the role of hunters would be only 

a management one to prune numbe.rs. as required. 
I 

Whichever the goal, i
1
ts ciarification would help establish the· 

priori ties assigned ·to hunting and observer groups as clientele. If hunting is 

a management tool, research is probably necessary_to make it much more selective 

than it is now. 

These questions relate to goals. The question "for whom?" applies 

also to the question of ·producing for American or Canadian clientele. This 

question also has a great deal' of relevance if a "dynamic" i~ applied to 

clientele. Are waterfowl to be produced for hunters as they were. defined tw~nty 

years ago, ten years ago; observers as defined during that period; is a re• 
I 

·definition and re-assessment required to find out who future clientele are 

likely to be, their requirements, necessary locations and, most important, 

programmes that can be undertaken to provide the requirements. ·One need, then, 

is a new dynamic definition of clientele· group since it. is not. a static thing. 

4, At What Price? 

Perhaps the greatest unknown in wat~rfowl management is the cost of 

management. Some fallacies of "value" in literature have been noted •. We .have 
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established that a price cannot be "given", for it is itself'the 11product11 of a 

market interplay of demand and a su?ply cost, except in certain privileged in• 

stances such as public markets where a policy decision has been made and an 

administrative "price" established. A price or economic value finds use for 

rationing scarce things and for establishing how to use money best to do something 

most efficiently. In short, 'it is useful for allocation. 

The question "at what price?" relates back to the question of 11ho>< 

many are enough?". ·If we do not know the cost of causally producing waterfowl, 

then no real price-can be established with which to confront the consumer ir• 

respective of whether he will/then actually pay it. 
I 

The point ·is, however, 

that after biological definitions of habitat and causal production methods have 

been.so precisely defined that the SU?ply of waterfowl is predictable (except 

under.defined conditions of uncertainty,.such as. drought) we will then know 

the cost to be included. as a price component. It is essential to determine 

that overall cost and whether someone ·will pay it. If it is not paid for, we 

will also know its economic value to is clientele group. If waterfowl are 

wanted only as long as they are a free good, a chance "output" associated with. 

natural habitat, switching pressure to "free" species, or "managing" hunting 

~ill within constraints of autonomous population trends may be called for unless 
' 

someone is willing to establish a government subsidy that is, make a case 

for cutting back hunting or for a policy decision at political levels to increase 

public contribution to maintaining the margin of the system necessary to produce 

waterfowl in sufficient numbers to meet production goals •. In summary,. it. is 

first necessary ,to know the cost of a predictable effective,production system 

before consumers willingness to pay can be tested. A.high priority for research, 

then, is to determine the economic cost of the production.system from the 

biological determinants for that production. 
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5. Paid By Hhom? 

The policy decision. of some importance that can be solved by consumers 

paying costs involves determination of who receives benefits. Those who 111ise11 

wildlife and waterfowl are Canadian and American hunters, Canadian and American 

observers of wildlife and waterfowl, and Canadians' and Americans who merely wish 

the sp_ecies to be continued. Only the first two are relevant. Hho is to pay 

and in what proportion? 'The underlying assumption here is that the consumer 

has to be faced with the cost of a commodity before he can decide the amount he 

requires. This is also true of' wildlife and waterfowl consumers. Shpuld water-. 

fowl and wildlife observers be' assessed because they are getting some commodity 
I 

_'(although they do not reduce 'stock representing a non-consumptive use)? · Should 

hunte.rs be assessed some or the balance of the cost because they greatly reduce 

pop'ulations? Hho should be assessed and how much? 

An important question here is of equity. Outdoor recreationists are 

not so numerous in Canada or·the U.S. as to constitute an overwhelming~y con-

vincing argument for recreation subsidy. It could easily be argued that 

considering benefits by government educational subsidies and_other subsidies 

to the affluent, that an outdoor recreation subsidy only further benefits the 
I 

affluent who don't need it •. Minimum equity at least would be achieved if the 

favourite form of recreation of all citizens were provided by equal per capita 

subsidies. This is obviously another policy question that will not likely be 

decided on equity but ·sources of possible future criticism should be made 

manifest. 

The question "paid by whom?11 is. extremely important because of-its--

interaction with all other questions that have been asked previously. The 

answer to the question would help establish meaningfully the inter-related 

question of "how many?". 
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6. Summary 

It has been argued here that aq of the questions, 11how many are 

enough?" "of what kind?" "for whom?" 11at what price?" "paid for by whom?" are 

inter-related and could be·answered simultaneously by a price mechanism. It 

is unrealistic to expect that now, but answers to these questions using policy 

decisions and existing da'ta .would b~ helpful. Merely establishing the principle 

that a price for hunting privilege should be levied would be a major advance. 
. . ' 

The price equivalent to that paid by United States hunters for stamps, or a 

larger charge, would illuminate. magnitudes of the problem at least and establish 

some of the answers to these q~estions. For example, a payment for hunting 7 . 
prairie ducks, the income used to acquire parts of the production system, might 

well shift hunting pressure from the then economic goods to free goods of 

' upland game, or other surplus game •. In a very real sense it would aid 

definition of the magnitudes of the problem by establishing the amount of money 

that would be willingly spent in the private market for this particular type of 

game. Meaningful management alternatives using these private funds and/or 

public funds if .they were justified by policy could then be aliocated to the 
... 

most meaningful programmes: for effecting production and control. Without answers 

to these governing. questions there remain many dangerously obscure poim:s.· 
I ' . 
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APPENDIX B 

AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY AND LAND USE PATTERNS 
AS DETERNINANTS FOR IVATERFLOW PRODUCTION 

63. 

In order to determine the necessity for a programme of land acquisition 

for ~aterfowl- production and its consequent costs it is necessary to make the' 

analysis using several assumption's about changes in Prairie agriculture. The 

very fact of the proposed easement progran~e assumes change will be detrimental 

to waterfowl production. Some enlightened speculation can be got here by 

asking what would happen to waterfowl 'if nothing at all were done to change 

agricultural practices. 
I 

(If we continue to assume that breeding habitat is the 

vital constraint.) 

To grow things profitably in commercial agriculture certain things 

have 'to be done to increase production: the use of equipment may help; changes 

can be made in the land itself to conform to equipment; the intensive or ex-

tensive management of. the land and new production technology can be applied. 

For example there is evidence that equipment will become larger and 

heavier and corres;>onding changes will be required in the la'nd ·itself to 

efficiently use heavy equipment and achieve maximum soil productivity. Expensive 

equipment implies large costs if stopped through breakage, miring in a slough 

· or ev:en turning a·round a pothole. Maximum efficiency is achieved with straight, 

long fields free of potholes and with a minimum of fence lines. 

On' the other hand, lighter equipment that works shallowly· and adapts 

easily to terrai~ cou1d conceivably be developed so that little actual modifi-

cation of land 'is necessary. As for demand, there is likely· to be an intensifi-

cation and extensification of grain production as foreign and domestic markets 

increase for grain and livestock. 
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and from sulphates' and chlorides, Finally,· 'the1water sources ·may be cont·aminated 

by heavy growths of blue-green algae, which sometimes produce a toxin fatal to 

livestock. 

All of this means that existing natural water sources have to be under ·' 

control either by pumping water from the sloughs or ponds·into drinking troughs, 

using ground water instead of surface water a~d fencing live~tock out of lakes 

or sloughs or eliminating those lakes. or sloughs. Naturally the overall effect 

~f all this on surface water sources as cattle production increases cannot 

. really be known, 

For these reasons it would appear that natural. habitat that is used for 
I 
' 

waterfowl, at least in the agricultural ~one specified_in Map I, will likely· 

undergo change as agricultural production increases and as waterfowl becomes more. 

and more a "change product" in the Prairies, Certain counter trends are visible · ~: 

although their full effec·t· is not known. 

Not all drainage is a one-way street. The following table summarizes 

some examples of the replacement of waterplaces· on the Prairies. (Table Bl), 

In addition there are borrowpits from road construc~Ion, These may or 

may not provide. habitat. Moreover a great many water stor~ge projects are 

likely to add thousands of _square miles of surface to the total, 

The provision and control of water is important as a growth element 

for the industry. This will affect the Prairies in two ways •. First, the 

discoveries of potash deposits are in a strip coterminus with that of waterfowl 

breeding habitat (on either side of the c.N.R. track) between Brandon and 

Edmonton. To build this industry will require tremendous increases in the. 

amounts of' surface wa'ter. The east· central multi-purpose river development 

recently proposed by the Saskatchewan Government at an estimated cost of 
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TABLE Bl 

Construction of Individual Dugouts, Stockwatering 
'Dams, Community Hater Storages, and Future Estimates 

Dugouts 

Stockwatering Dams 

Cooununity Wa'ter Storages 

/.. 

38,411 

2,91)7 

482 

Future 
(by 197 5) 

( 
( 
( 30,000 .. 
( 
( 

Source:::· Courtesy' P.r'.R.A.·, Canada Department of Agricultur.e .. .. '. . .. ~ . 
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$10 million is an exam~le of the kind of manipulation of surface water and 

supply that can be expected in the future. 1./ The pro~osed system "would 

supply water to potash mines east of Saskatoon, create a large lake in the 

Black Stra~ Valley 30 miles south of Saskatoon,' and would provide many small 

towns and villages with an assured water supply -- something they have been 

67. 

worrying about for years, ·It is not known whether this kind of development is 

significant for waterfowl production. It does indicate that there will be· 

greater control over water in environment than has been the case until now. 

It will, at least, increase the migratory habitat. 

I 
I 
I 
i 

I 

As with several other/productive factors in agriculture, water requires ·· · 
' ! 

very close control if its use·is to be planned. The uncontrolled presence of 

s'urface water (as shown .with respect to cattle) may be a detriment and, 

simila;rly, random rainfall may be -a detriment. It is out of "control" and so 

may determine the use of everything else. It is not predictable. Little 

planning can be done. Therefore, we must speculate that management of water 

for agricultural production will reduce the chance of natural sloughs and water• 

holes as water becomes more thoroughly controlled. 

The implication here is that within some time period natural habitat 

that is unfarmed or undrained may be reduced significantly. The implication is 

also that since parameters of this magnitude are involved, it is necessary to 

learn to manage waterfowl production within the overriding n~eds of the project 

or, alternatively, i:o come up with waterfowl management projects that are 

·designated for management programmes; are casted out and achieve public support 

for waterfowl production. This would be similar to support for water management. 

in certain areas. The question might become "what changes are planned for_the 

1.1 See The Financial Post, October 2, 1965, P• 23. 
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management of water area, that can also be used for producing waterfowl, that 

would formerly be produced environment or· •natural' environment?". The other 

relevant question is "what is the degree of adaptability that can be ass~ed 

for the mallard and other dabbling ducks?". There has been remarkable 

68. 

adaptability in other animals such as the muskrat, 'the fox, the white-tail <iccr 

and other animals and birds that live in close proximity to people. Their 

original environment changed greatly but some of these species found the changes 

beneficial. 

We may conclude that there will be much greater "control" and management· 
I 

of the two physical resources /of land and water in the future than has been true 
I 

in the past. We may speculate as to whether it would be wise to retard that 

process significantly. 

Some changes in llnatur8111 environment are beneficial and some· are 

harmful depending on personal conviction. Changes in natural environment were· 

·beneficial to wheat producers but harmful to buffalo. Changes in natural 

environment resulting from forest sp.raying may be beneficial to trees but 

harmful to many animals and to
1
people at the end of the food chain. Use of 

pesticides in California, for example, have resulted 'in warnings to hunters of 

·upland game that it may be harmful to eat that game. Whatever the case for 
• . j.' 

"natural environment", many of the changes of the natural environment have been 

highly beneficial to waterfowl and other game 'as well as being harmful. There-

fore, it is not wise to categorically state in a misanthropic way that things 

must remain only as they are. The opportunitie~ within the proposed changes 

have to be investigated to see the optimum choices that might be made. 

We are more or less certain that there will be. changes in "natural· 

environment" from changes in agriculture. 'A major point, however, is .that we 

.. ' . 
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do not know how fast this will occur. The slower it occurs and the harder we 

work to find the opportunity in.the change the better result achieved from the 

problem defined. In short, if the changes are going to be made very fast we 

do not kno~ what the results will be. It is difficult to figure out whether we 

should select those alternatives about which we now know little when we do not 

know how fast the changes in agriculture will come. If the changes come slowly 

we have ample time to evaluate those changes and make the best decisions, 

compatible with costs, if we act to direct research to those questions now. 

Those who look.upon the drainage as a "destruction" of habitat and not 

as a net gain in terms of food.' production have assumed that drainage will 
I 

. I 
eliminate habitat completely.· This is in line with agriculturists and other 

experts, who use single factor analysis to interpret technology and changes that 

might be made in agricultural production. They too assume these will happen 

tomorrow. It is ·possible, for example, to increase various forms of agricultural 

production by at least 30 (if not 100) per cent merely by defined changes in 

management, right now. Similarly there are technologies and systems of farming 

and cultivation that· would revolutionize agriculture right n.ow. The. point is 

that each one of these changes and opportunities has to work within a context 

of many problems, many opportunities, many factors as well as certain costs or 
i 

losses from choosing one alternative instead of another. It may be possible, 

for example, to immediately us~ a new farm production system but it also 
. I . 

requires borrowing money, assembling land, training operators for that system, 

changing m~rketing arrangements and arranging support facilities. One must 

never underestimate the impact of Hurph;Y's Law.on change: "If there exists 

the slightest chance of a malfunction in a new system, one may expect it with 

a probability of l,Qn, All these things will affect the speed and efficiency 

with which that technology is introduced. Similarly, the water factor requires 
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integration with many other problems and many other opportunities; There is a 

whole complex of things involved in establishing and operating an irrigation 

function. 

Not the least of the problems of introducing something new apd the 

speed with which it is introduced, is the resistance of the people affected. 

Labour that has been trained to certain technologies and certain production 

forms tends to prefer these des~ite new opportunity for improvement. Indeed, 

this may be the optimum course for them because they expect Murphy's.Law to 

operate. Therefore, ev~n with new opportunity in rnanagenient, technologies, 

machine technologies, use patterns·and agricultural rationalization schemes, 
I 

there is·a probability of a lagged response •. This means that there is probably. 

enough tim·e to find what to .do for waterfowl. Change sometimes comes rather 

slowl-y. 

Contradicting this is that, given certain imperatives or new markets 

or "demon"stratio.n effects", there is the possibility of extremely rapid change. 

The response of agriculture to the. imperatives of the second World War is such ." 

an example. 

It can, of. course, be argued that the change would have come as 

rapidly in peace time. Obviously, the key here is in the speed with.which 

people will change or respond to incentives. How fast will in~ividuals respond 

to imperatives of government ·programmes for farm co.nsolidation and how soon will. 

intensive management occur? Even where farms are purchased and consolidated 

an inter~sting question ·is whether the farmer operates them extensively, or 

whether he will change and manage the units intensively •. It is likely that 

there is a lag here. That lag may not destroy natural habitiat for waterfowl. 

A calculation is needed as to what we will accomplish. i~ we act im-
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mediately on perhaps ungrounded assumptions with ~ possibility of our being 

wrong in habitat selection. That is protecting the wrong thing; can the natural 

land be controlled? The remarks of several experts familiar with the conditions 

in the prairies and especially. with· the Palliser Triangle differ in estimates of 

time required for consolidation and intensification. This relates to their 

assumptions. Perhaps the most reasonable thing to do is to define as many 'of 

the unknowns and imponde~ables as we can and ·revise our estimates of options as 

more information, data and analysis become available in the short-run. 

One of the most significant questions that should be resolved at some 

point is this: where only price incentives (at the opportunity cost of agricul-· .. 
I 

ture) can be used to change the habitat constraint, can we be &ure enough that 

this will produce results? With what predictability? Could the same amount· of 

money be used with greater efficiency and more predictability in some other 

way? 

We may co.nclude that there are many new options available in agriculture, 

to which rapidly expanding markets may be basic. These options provide the 

potential for transforming natural landscapes into highly productive agriculturai 

enterprise. The speed with· »hich this transformation will occur (including the 

levelling and.filling of land for wheat production, use of chemicals, control of 
I 

water and potholes to control cattle grazing), ·is debatable. For the short-run 

that pace appears glacial. It. wol)ld be foolish, however, to merely extrapolate 

past trends even where they are kno<m. It does seem safe to predict. that 

surface »ater will increase rather remarkably in the relevant area through the 

use of dams and· reservoirs. This will become the most significant factor within 

the· next ·ten to twenty years in amelioration. For the rest, \'7C need to know 

whether habitat is threatened and at what rate. That should be determined~ 
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APPENDIX C 

THE VALUE OF SPORTING RIGHTS 

. (This article is reproduced from Country Life, September 26, 1963) 

The presence of good facilities for sport enhances the value of any 
estate, but by how much it is difficult to say. The weather plays an important 
part in governing the productiveness of most sporting estates, and this can 
have a bearing on the prices that purchasers or lessees are willing to ~ay in 
any one year. For example, rod-fishing can be affected appreciably by adverse 
conditions of weather and water, and reuch shooting appears to have suffered 
this year as a result of last winter's bitter "t-7eather and the poor sununer we 
have jUst experienced. In general, however, it pays most estate owners to 
exploit the potentialities to the full, for the cost of doing so will. usually· 
be .less than the extra revenue that is produced or the additional value when 
the property is sold. 1 

i 

A case in point is the establishment of a shoot in a growing timber 
;>lantation: the revenue from the shooting helps to ·defray the growing costs 
until the plantation becomes commercially profitable in .. its own right. Rents 
or prices paid for shooting dcpen~ entirely on size, facilities and situation, 
but a gun ·in a pheasant or partridge shoot can fetch anything from £250 to £750 
a sea·son, and in the best ·shooting areas (Ham;>shire, East Anglia and Berkshire) 
the cost of a gun in a syndicate may be anything from £500 to £1,000, depending 
on the quality of the ground and the extent to which it is keepered. 

Grouse Moors: Much the same is true of the grouse moorS of Yorkshire, 
Vlestmorland and the Highlands •. On a good driving moor a rent of £3 per brace 
shot· can be obtained -- on a 500-brace moor this would mean £1,500 a season, 
or about £200 to £250 a gun in' a syndicate of six or eight gu.ns. Sales of . 
grouse moors in recent years have fetched prices ranging frOm about £3 an acre 
in· the Highlands to as much as £6 an acre in Hestmorland. 

The value of fishing rights is nothing if not un;>redictable. Good 
trout fishing fetches about £5,000 to £10,000 a mile of single bank, and salmon· 
fishing anything from £10,000 to £20,000 a mile. But it is not realistic to 
relate price to length of fishj,ng, because there may be malfy yards -- or even 
r.liles -- of unproductive <·later. On the other hand, particularly in the case 
of trout fishing, certain stretches of perfectly good water are probably being 
under-fish'ed on some estates, for no other reason than that the beats were 
defined years ago >~hen the river was heavily fished for a long period each 
season, and no one has thought to change them now that most fishing is done at 
tV'ceke'nds •· The s<:tme is not -sO true of salmon beats and pools, because the rise 
in values in recent years has resulted in many beats being divided into as 
many productive lettings as possible. 

Good salmon fishinc can cor.anand rents of up to £100 or more per rod 
!JCr wecl<, and for freehold snlmon fishinz ri,!:;ht:s the price can be as much as 
£200 for chch snlmon in an average scacon's catch. 
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River Boards: Apart fro~ 1venthcr conditions, the actiOns of river boards 
and anglers• associations can have an effect on the value of fishing rights. A 
year ago the Hull and East Yorkshire River Board o;:>ened up 100 miles of new waters 
to the general public, and the action of the Anglers' Co-operative Association 
in preventing pollution of the !liver Dove in Derbyshire recently has resulted 
in 20 miles of fishing being opened up for the first time in 20 years. Several 
river boards have also planted out eggs and fry in attempts to re-establi.sh 
populations of salmon and sea-trout. The more waters are opened up to the public;, 
the less is likely to be paid for fishing on private stretches of fashionable 
rivers. 

On the other hand, the establishment last year by the Avon and Dorset 
· River Board of a salmon hatchery on the River Avon at Stand lynch Nill, on the 
Earl of Radnor's estate, is likely to have a beneficial effect on values. Pre• 
viously about 2,000 salmon entered the river each year, and the average rod 
catch was about 500. The hatchery's introduction of 250,000 eggs is expected 
to result in a further 750 adult salmon returning eventually. 

Scottish Salmon Fishing: Salmon and sea-trout ffshing is included in 
two Scotti~h estates that are currently for sale through Knight, Frank and 
Rutley. The first is the Borve Lodge estate on the Isle of Harris in the Outer 
Hebrides. The lodge was rebuilt in 1911 by Lord Dunmore and was later owned by 
Lord Leverhulme. It has nine principal bedrooms, three staff bedrooms, four 
reception rooms and three bathrooms. Fishing in the River Laxdale, Loch Fincastle 
and Loch Laxdale shows average catches of 20 salmon and 175 sea-trout, and in 
addition there is sqooting for snipe, woodcock, duck and a few grouse.· The 
lodge is for sale at £25,000 with a cottage and 114 acres of land. 

The second is part of the Aldbar estate, near Brechin, Angus, for which 
the London agents are acting in conjunction with l-lilliam Finlayson, of Aberfeldy. 
Aldbar Castle, which is included in the sale, is at ;>resent divided into five 
flats, but the agents state that it could easily be converted back to its original 
state. There is a mile of salmon and sea-trout fishing on both banks of the 
South Esk, togeth"r with 51 acres of \;oodland, 122 acres of ar~ble land and a · 
lease on 66 acres of adjoining farmland. Offers in the region of £32,500 are. 
being invited. 

Partridge and Pheasant Shoot: The Humby Hall estate, near Grantham, 
Lincolnshire, lvhich is for sale through Hodgkinson and Son, of Bourne, inclUdes 
a small pheasant and partridge shoot. The estate extends to some 1,629 acres, 
all but 70 acres of which forms Humby Hall Farm, a dairy holding with a farm
house~, farm manager's house, nine cottages and a range of modern fann buildings. 
In addition; there is the 24-acre Hurn !Vood and a small holding of 48 acres, 
both let, although the shooting rights are in hand. 

Hrott.esley Hall, ne"r· Holverhampton, Staffordshire, is for sale. through 
Strutt and Parker, Lofts and Harner, acting in conjunction with the local firm 
of Duncalfe, Hatton and Gardner. Most of this 3,263-acre estate consists of 12 
r.tixcd fr.rr;ts which are let and ;':rociucc £10, 501-t n year, but vacant ~osscssion is 
offc~ccl of the Hull, tl·:o modern houses, seven cottages and a lodge, together 
l.rith 352 acres of land, includin;; 165 acres of lvoodlnnd, though possession of 
the shootint; rights will i.Jc dcfcrA:cd • 
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APPENDIX D 

· EXPLANATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE PRICES AND THEIR USE 

Source: "Putting a Value on Wildlife", remarks by James T. McBroom, . 
Assistant Director - Technical Services Bureau of Sports, Fisheries and·Wildlife, 
Louisiana, November 16, 1964. (See es;:>ecially PP• 77 & 78) 

You can't put a ·dollar value on wildlife. 
Any attempt to do so only plays into the hands of 

the enemy and leads to the destruction of wildlife 
and related natural resources. · 

Wildlife and fish resources have values mainly in 
the mind and spirit of mankind. You can't measure 
the satisfactions of an outcloar·experience in 
dollars; It's like putting a price tag on your 
wife and offering her at an auction sale. 

I 

These are the precepts that many dedicated conservationists earnestly 
espouse. They have a point. To the extent that an outdoors experience related 
to wildlife equates with the cx'peri"ence of visiting the Lincoln Memorial, or 
viewing the beauties of Yellowstone Park, they are dead right< Who would be 
gross enough, and lacking in grace enough, to· call for a dollar evaluation of 
what it is worth to stand before the inspiring statue of the Great Emancipator 
or to experience the thrill of seeing Old Faithful erupt in a cloud of steam? 

Not very many. 

But the problem is -- fish and wildlife va.lues -- even though they are· 
principally values for the soul . of man -- are almost everywhere. They are 
caught up in the march of progress toward a better life, in· dollars, for all 
of us. 

Drain a s~arnp -- a wildlife paradise ~- so that the land under it and 
around it can be free of mosquitoes an.d available for human habitation and 
profit taking. 

lvhy not? 

This is how America got to be great. When we cut the forests of the 
North and plowed the Great Plains, >m displaced the wildlife, including one of 
the real symbols of the We~t, the buffalo. 

The thing is •• wildlife and fish -- if they are to survive -- must 
survive in the world as it is-- not in a nostalgic world of·yesterday. It is 
fufilc and sclf-defcatin;; to .np='ly standards of another day, when today's 
decisions on the usc of lo.nci ond ,, .. .:tter resources arc made •• must be made -
by the hnrd, cold criter.ln of the dollar. 
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So -- if fish and ~<i ldlife interests and agencies ore to get into the 
gnme of resource development, they've got to play by the rules of the game. 
Those rules are based on the dollar. 

A whole school of economic theory has now been erected on how to decide 
't·~hether to undertake -- or not to undertaJ<e -- a project to alter the face of 
Nature -- to build a da~ or not -- to drain a swamp or not. 

This economic theory clusters around a thing called a benefit-cost , 
ratio. If you measure the dollar benefits and find them greater than the dollar 
costs, you've got a good thing and you authorize and build a project. If it 
can't measure up, you reject it. You feel good about this because you 1ve got 
a good reason you're not operating blind. 

Putting a value on wildlife is difficult and complex, but it is futile 
not to try if wildlife is to be an equal partner in the councils of planning 
for natural resources developrncnt4 

The evaluation of commercial fishery benefits at· water resource develop• 
ment projects does not present ·as difficult a problem as the evaluation of 
benefits associated l<lith recreational fishing and hunting. Since commercial 
fishing products are sold in the marke'tplace, information is available on the 
evaluation of such production at the fisherman and subsequent processing and 
distribution levels. ·The Nay 1958 Report of the Subcor.nnittee on Evaluation 
Standards of the Inter-Agency Cornrnittce on t.Jater Resources recornmended that the 
value .of increased commercial fishery production be obtained by applying expected 

·market prices for these products. It recomrnendeO. further that all costs incurred 
)y fishermen in harvesting and mar.keting these products be considered as 
associated costs and deducted from gross benefits to obtain the net benefits 
attribut>~ble to a water development project or program. Senate Document No. 97, 
98th Congress, provides that net.commercial fishery·benefits of a water develop:-· 
ment project ar program should represent the increase in the market value of · · 
'commercial fish less the associated ·.cost. 

The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife works closely with its 
sister agency, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, in evaluating commercial 
fishery benefits of water development projects under its River Basin Studies 
program. \·le rely on that Bureau to provide us with advice regarding the economic 
aspects of comn1ercial fishery production. That Bureau has determined that 
benefits properly attributable to a given project may occur at the processing 

level as well as at the point where the fishermen market their catch. The 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries believes that wage payments to fishermen may 
also represent benefits pror>erly attributable to a project. He agree .ldth the 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries in this regard and believe that benefits to. a 

· commercial fishery should represent gross revenue received at both the fisherman . 
and processing leVels less appropriate associated costs and should also include 
-vmge payments to fishermen in certain cases. At our· request the Bureau of 
Commercial Fisheries is dev'elopi~g an evaluation procedure along these lines 
for UGC in our River Basin Studies program. 

Until such time as tho r.e1;·1 evaluation procedure has been developed, 
we are evaluating net co:on1ct'cini fishery benefits in terms of gross revenue at 
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the fisherman level. lVe arc doing this with the understanding that the sum.-nation 
of net income at the fisherman and processinG level together with certain ~rage 
payments \vould approximate the present gross revenue at the fisherman level. 
t·le expect to begin using the nC\.; evaluation procedure in the near future. 

It may be interesting to note that the Corps of Engineers often makes 
its mm eValuation of comr.-nercial fishery benefits at harbor improvement projects. 
In this connection the Corps of Engineers has assigned 40% of the gross revenue 
to fi\sherrncn as a net corranercial fishery benefit. · 

Although such evaluations have proved adequate for the justification 
of many harbor improvement projects, we believe that an estimate of the true 
net benefits which will arise to the com:nercial fishery as a result of these 
improvements would be substantially larger. 

Sport fishing and Hildlifc values, though they do not lend themselves 
readily to expression in dollars, arc· very real indeed to the 50 million Ar.~ericans 
v1ho hunt and fish and to millions more 'Hho find relaxation and reSpite' in · 
'"atching and photographing wqdlife. In this respect, such values fall into 
that class of pleasures described by the song 11 the best things in life are free"• 

'The difficulty of placing tangible values on these experiences is due to the 
fac·t that they are essentially intangible satisfactions and are based largely 
on aesthetiC considerations. In short, these are the experiences you "v1ouldn't · 

i' 
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take a million for" although you may pay very ·little to enjoy them. . ! 

The conclusion that fishing has a great value is buttressed by a 
statement made by the Ameiican Medical Association this summer that 11Fishing 
is highly recommended by your Doctor as a healthy> relaxing sport that will get 
you out-of-doors into fresh air and sunshine and clear those mental cobwebs 
left over from home and office '\vorries .u This can be interpreted to re-inforce 
our contention that wildlife conservztion equates very closely with the ~on
servation of human resources, the most import.Clnt of all. 

Despite· the obvious difficulties of valuing wildlif'e~ He are faced 
with the necessity of doing just thnt and have been doing so over much of the 
past two decades. · This action toJas n:.ade necessary in order to meet the demands 
.of an economic apparatus developed over the years by the Federal Governrr.cnt at· 
the b.ehest of Congr'ess. This appa'ratus provides the simplest me~ns by ,,~hich 
C ngress and others can quickly assess the relative merits of proposed water 
resource projects •. The end-result is the benefit-cost ratio. The ratio in
dicates at a glance whether the dollar benefits created by the project equal 
or exceed its 'dollar costs. It remains the best single index of a project's 
merit. 

To find this ratio for t.,rater· development projects, the benefits of 
increased net incomC from irrigated agriculture, savings from improved trans~ 
portation and flood damage protection, value of increased hydroelectric pmver 
generation and, more recently,- values of recreation and fish and wildlife 
cnhD.l'\ccment urc racked u~ by the co~•struc::ion .:~gcncy on the benefit siclc of 
the lcclgcr. The5c bcncfit:5. nrc su:~.mc-:1. C.iH.i their total is then cor.;')a.rcd ,.,.ith 
t.iJ.c total of con.::;truction nr:.d opcr::ting CO!;ts computed on cquivalc~t bases. 
If the benefit!; D-rc Grcat.:!r th;:,n i)l:"Ojcct costs or, in other words, if tha ra.tio 
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of benefits to costs is greater than 1, the project will be rciC.omrr:end·cd for and 
will likely I.Je blessed, in due course, with Congressional authorization for 
construction. 

In the tvatcr resource game, Congress has designated the players and 
the cards, ar.d ordered that it be ;:>layed accor<ling to the rules of Hoyl~. 
l\'o one is permitted to pl.::y this game without informing himself of the rules 
and follot.Jing them. Fish and t·:ildlifc conservation and dcvelo?ment was admitted 
fully to this "select" circle of players by the amendments to the Fish and Hild• 
life Co-Ordination Act, enacted in 1958. In this Act, Congress decreed that 
fish and wildlife conservation and develo~mcnt shall be equally considered with. 
other features of water resource cicvcloi!ment. This means that from that time 
fonvard this purp~se is to be considered on a par with flood control, irrigation,· 
navigation, and other players of t~e game 't·Jho were dealt in earlier. 

The Congress also indicated thnt fish and wildlife would be ex;;ectcd 
to follow the customary rules of evaluating I.Jcnefical project effects in 
dollars. Note that tve evaluate only the plus, or beneficial, effect, and not 
losses, He hold that the resource is t;orth at least as much as the cost of 
making l-7hole any losses that 1a.:-e sustained as a result of the·~roject. 'The only 
constraints on ~reposed restOration Qeasures are that they be cnginceringly 
feasible and that their cost be reasonable in relation to the results expected. 
In short, we do not evaluate the value of wildlife habitat destroyed by a. 
reservoir in order to develop a ttreverse benefit-cost ratio" which might be 
used by 'the cOnstruction agency or others in determining whether the value of 
lost habitat is sufficient justi~ication for its replacement. In this respect, 
we consider fish and wildlife to be comparable to a railroad which is replaced 
by the project without formal analysis to establish justification •. If either 
resource is deStroyed, it is a project responsibility to replace it. 

When l-l~e first evaluated project eff~cts on fish and wildlife prior to 
the 1958 Act, we used sportsmen's expenditures as a dollar measure of project 
effects. These consisted of the totalc:mount of money spent by fi.shermen' and · 
hunters for a w~de variety of goods and.services used in connection with their 
pursuit. A primary mark. of the economic value of a .resource, of course, is the 
actual or potential human use or need it will satisfy. For example, we knew 
from our 1955 National Survey of Fishing and Hunting that fishermen, on an 
average, spent $5 per day of fishing usc for gasoline, boats, food, equipment, 
bait, etcetera. \Ve considered these user-expenditures to be valid contributions 
to the economy,and there is no.qucstion that they are. 

The problem was that our usc of these daily values multiplied by 
estimated days or hunting or fishing was not on "all fours'' with the rules of. 
Hoyle as applied to water resources development. The rules of the game require 
that benefits be expressed in terms of net incOme or Profits to some primary 
beneficiary. Expenditures·represent gross income to a· number of businesses. 
In a?plying the user-expenditure approach to evaluation we were.forced, in 
justification, to the argument that these· expenditures did, in fact, generate 
cmounts of net income equal in tot~l at least to the sportsman's ex7enditure 
as thnt money flm.ved tlu.·ough the cconor.1y. t\nothar point in this argument -
and the one most frc(jucntly advanced -- was that the rccrea.tionist himself, 
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the most important beneficiary, ·Has reaping satisfactions whose total value was 
at: least double the amount of his CX!>enditure. That is, in addition to his 
expenditures or costs, it was assumed that he was realizing an equal net l:eturn 
as a benefit. 

These were inexact and weak argur.Jcnts in the eyes of the other players, 
t~~ho insisted on something better if we tverc to.:rcmain a player. ~.J'c were anxious 
to rcmoin in the game in order to insure the truly important; benefits to fish 
and t<ildlife that were oossible in connection '"ith the 2~ billion dollar annual 
water resources program: Accordingly, we set about developing better methods, 
in concert ,.,..ith the other players. 

The Inter-A~;ency Hater Resources Committee, a Federal interdepartmental 
group, directed its Subco~nittcc o~ Evaluation Standards in December 1958 to 
study the evaluation of fish and 'i.dldlife benefits and furnish its recommendations 
for im!'roveme.nt. Th~ Subcommittee sponsore.d t·No reports. On July 21, 1959, it 
stated that, 11 Unless a fisherman or hunter actually could be expected to pay 
for the privilege of hunting or fishing, an ndditional amount equal' tO his ex• 
pcnditures for associated ser~ices (sportsmen's expenditures) or unless some 
other direct relationship bct1\'een the two co\.tld be established, the economic 
significance of the user-expenditure approach HOuld appear to be limited- 11 

Since benefits from other projcct·functions such as agricultural production are 
derived from market prices at which the products are sold in the primary market, 
the Subcommittee believed that it v10uld be comparable to evaluate hunting and 
fishing benefits in a project area in terms of pri.ces at which hunting and 
fishing privileges might be sold, a difficult proposition since hunting and . 
fishing traditionally have been free and fish and wildlife considered com:non 
property in this country. 

The Subcommittee indicated that the user-charge approach showed the 
most promise for early develo:ument into an evaluation procedure comparable t~ 
those used in evaluating other project functions .. We believe that this con
clusion is still valid. Under ·such a procedure, fishing and hunting benefits 
would be based on estimated charges toJ'hich· sportsmen could ·be· expected to pay 
for fishing and hunting privileges in project areas. However, sufficient in
formation was not then available on chc:.rgcs actually being rnhde for such 
privileges to develop a final procedure ancl the Subcommittee reco~~encled that 
an interim procedure be adopted. · Accordingly, a Panel on Recreational Values 
was established to develop an administrative schedule of daily unit values from· 
a review of available sources of ap,licable information, experience, and expert 
judgement. 

The panel was drawn from the Office of the Secretary of the Interior,. 
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 1ilildlife, the National Park Service, the 
Bureau of Reclamation, the Corps of Engineers, the Soil Conservation Service, 
the Forest Service and the Department of Health, Education and Vlelfare. 

The result was a schedule of values for the yarious types of fishing 
and "huntins; \~·hich H.1s LclicveJ to l"'C 1~~cscnt <l £nir .n~'proximution of the net 
amounts Hhich o hypothctic<ll ;trivatc o·,c:::otor could realize from Jroviciin•" r ' ,. o 
scvcro.l clr.sscs of fishii1G nnci hunting on i?ccicr.:-,1 \\'atcr development rrojccts. 
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For examrl~, it was believed that an operator of a reservoir could net from 
50<; to $1.50 for each man-day of fishing provided. Also, it \17as believed that 
the private operator could net from $1.50 to $6.00 a day for each man-clay of 
hunting >;..rhich he coulcl provide on a :Jrojcct area. ~ince these values "veie based 
on the user-charge concept and 't·rcrc intended to represent revenues which co;1lci 
be realized from selling fishing and hunting privileges, they -;.;ere sr.1aller than 
previous values which had been obtained under the sportsmen's expenditure 
Oroceclure. The values in the schcciule were yn:escntcd in the form of ranges to 
Permit variations because of quality or other factors.. For exar.1plc,- a mediocre 
but heavily utilized reservoir might be assigned a. value of only 50¢ per fisher
man per day, t-1hereas a very high quality but lightly used reservoir might be 
assigned a value of $1.50 per fisherman day. 

The Report of the Panel on Recreational Values t-.Tas a)?proved by the· 
Inter-Agency Committee on Hater Resources by unanimous vote at a meeting on 
October 18, 1960~ and tMs subsequently ado;>ted by all Federal Departments. 

The schedule of values has nmv been superseded by a similar s'chcdule 
of vaiues having apr'lication not only to fishing and hunting but also to all 
forms of outdoor recreation.. The schedule is included in a report, "Evaluation 
Standards for Primary Outdoor Recrc4tion BenefitS11 , which has been issued as 
Supplement No. 1 to Senate Document No. 97, 87th Congress·, entitled, "Policies, 
Standards, and Procedures in the Formulation,. Evaluation, and Reviet-7 of Plans 
for Use and Development of Hater and Related Land Resources". This document 
contains the O!'erating rule.s follmved by the Federal agencies in analyzing 
tvater·development projects and progrums. The unit values set forth in the 
report are on a man-day basis and again range from a low of 50¢ per·day to a 
high of $6.00 per day. Generally speaking, the lower quality, more abundant 
types of recreutional opportunities are s.till evaluated at the low·er end of the 
range, while the higher quality·, mo:-e abundant types of opportunities are 
evaluated at the upper end of the range. 

Additional intangible val!ues are also to be considered fully in ?lanning 
tvater development projects. Senate Document 97 states that these intangible 
vaiues can be decisive in some instances and can tip the balance in favor of or 
against choices of alternative projects. ·This tvill be an important provision, 
we believe, in future water development projects. 

/ . 

How has the system of administrative values worked in actual practice? 
On balance, we believe it has t\•orked very 't·TCll. This conclusion, unfortun"atcly, 
is not always shared by all our counterparts in the State fish and game agencies. 
Some have viewed these values as a 11 scll-out11 of fish and wildlife to the 
rapacity of the constru.ction agencies. Th~ir conclusion is based on the fact 
that the net-T values are substantially lmver than the old expenditu.re values. 

We believe that the Interim Schedule of Values for recreationa·l as;>ects 
of fish and tvildlife, ado?ted by the Inter-A[;cncy group, has provided the.most 
reasonable procedure yet developed for fish and wildlife evaluation. The 
~~roi,l-c;i1 i::; ~ ::o ;:;:;::;i;_:.n ltn·~" v.:~luc:s, \·:::ic:·l sc:::vc :;n:incip.::tlly to inc1·cr.se 
~ilocntio:ts o[ co5ts to fish ~n~ ~il~li[c ~11C frcsuc~1tly rc~uire rc-i~:~u~scmcnt 
ol zor.1c o£ titcsc costu Uy ioc~l interest~. Ti•c rcul proiJlcr.l is l:o finci .:mU 
a?~ly v&lucs wl~ic;) will f~ithfully ~c~rc~cnt t~c octt1ai benefits of tl1e project 
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values which a.rc COi11p.-:irablc to values used for other project pur?oscs. 
wildlife values ere ~ot found by the construction agencies to be 
these agencies will provide their ovm inclcpenclcnt evaluations, by
conservation a::.cncics i·•hich should have the most 1knO'tv-hown in the 

The tvatcr dcvclo·,r.tcnt c::zcncics participatcad in developing the Interim 
Schedule and its successor, Supplement No. 1 to Senate Document 97, and therefore 
accept them. 

Hater serves a host of divergent interests which r:lUst be harmonized 
by the planner .. This process o.f compromisin6 varyin~;intcrcsts means that each 
interest will not be served to the smr:.c degree of efficiency as though the 
;?rojcct vrere dcvclo;Jecl for that one :?ur:)ose clone.. It may be, ancl usually is, 
necessary to forego or modify the id0al <icvclopl1lent for each 'pur;_Josc, considered 
singly, in order to achieve an o·:otimur11 conbination. of benefits. This is the 
·essence of multiple-!)urposc Z'la:min~;· Ti1c principle is broadly a;Jplicable to 
any planning for future "tvater u~e, ,;vhethcr you consider horr best to dj.stribute 
u lir.iited supply of 'i-later or hoH best to utilize an_ overabundance, as in 
Louisiana. 

In this context, mosquito control takes its rightful place in the 
. liri.cup of the interests to be harmonized in the water planning process. The 

important thing is that proper planning can insure each interest a proper share 
of benefits r1ithout doing irreparable dar.1.:1 . .;e to the rightful interests of othe;: 
!JUi:pqses. Tllere is no question that r;,osquito control can be fully compatible 
,;vith the maintenance of tvildlife values and present research is moving rapidly 
to insure this compatibility.· 

So this is hmv you put a va'lue on 'tvildlifc. Right off the bat we raust 
admit that the basis is highly subjective and theoretical.. Our ciefcnse is that 
the sYster:t is no more "tveal< in these respects than the practices used to put · 
values on flood control, irrinution or navigation. 

The important thing is that the. sj;mulated market value t:hat 'tve have 
attached to sport fish and w·ildlife has p.cceptance in the kind of economic 
analysis that is approved by the Federal Government as a whole and by the 
Committees of Congress. Without this acceptance, putting a value on wildlife 
vrou14 be an exercise in futility. Hildlifc interests are su;>posed to be an 
equal" par~ner in the game of tva.ter resources development. One of the reasons 
~.,c have achieved that status is tltnt v;re can and do validly put a value on 
rTildlife • 

' . t 
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APPENDIX E 

NOTES ON ADHINISTRATIVE PRICES IN CANADA 

Several points are made about evaluation of benefits from recreation 

in the unofficial 11GUide to Benefit-Cost Anv.lysis 11 (Sewell, Davis, Scott, 

Ross, Montreal, 1961). The ways that benefits may be achieved or calculated 

for rcpl'acernent cost if destroyed by the construction of ?rejects, are reviewed. 

There are four in all. It is important to realize that these are recom.i'lended 

means of estimation, not 11values 11 • They are means of calculation that are valid 
I 

' if accepted, and not if unacceptable, to the project 11sponsor 11 or Hcustomeru. 

The· cautionary notes on use of these methods are self-explanatory ancl are under-

lined in the following copy. The limitations of each individual method arc 

also ·exanlined and caution expressed. The important point, is that these are 

recomnicndations 1but are not operable unti 1 accepted by g'overnment authoritieS 

for evaluation of projects. 

RECREATION 1./ 

The demand for outdoor recreation facilities is growing rapidly, due 
particularly to increasing population and leisure time.l/ As this de~and 
grows, recreation will become an increasingly important competitor for the-use 
of water resources. Techniques must be developed, therefore, to weigh these 
competing claims, and· to determine the most efficient ways of providing the 
services required. 

1.1 Guide to Benefit-Cost Analvsis, by 'ii.R.D. Sewell, John Davis, A.D. Scott, 
and D.W. Ross. A systematic ap~roach to evaluating and selecting resource 
development projects, '\'lith ·;)a;cticular reference to the Canadian scene·, which 
'\·TaS reviewed by a specially convened 'HOrkshop at the Resources for Tomorrow 
Conference held in Hontreal, October 23-28, 1961. P. 28·. 

2./ Lloyd Brooks, Jh.~ Fo"C~t;.2_I?_buni~· .. :_Dcr:1.:tncl for Recreation S-,ncc in Cant..c1a, 
111\csou:·ccs fo::- Tor.-.on:o·.~· 11 Co:u:c:n:ncc ~kJ.:i~;;:..·otmd Pr~:,cr5, Vol. 2, Queen's ~')rinter, 

Ottawa, pp. 957-68. 
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The evaluation of recreation projects is difficult, 'particularly 
because the scrvicc.s provided nrc "intangiblc11 in nature. The value of such 
services may sometimes be unci.3:rcstim.:ttcd bc.cuusc the services are not sold. 
Ncvcrtlteless, care must be taken to present a rational analysis of recreation 
as~ccts of projects. As in other ?rojcct evaluations, all relevant alternative 
means of providing recreation benefits must be considered. 

Costs of construction may be estimated in ·the same manner as. for other 
types of projects. In addition, damages (com:>cnsatcd and non-compensated) 
and benefits foregone, should be taken into account. 

The evaluation of recreation benefits has been a subject of mucli 
"controversy.l7 Recreation benefits may be derived from lands and waters; 

(a) 
(b) 

area may 
(c) 

Suitable for hunting and fishing; 
Suitable for sightseeing, c~mping, ·boating_, swimming, 
often provide more than one of these services; 
Reserved for the prese.rvation of fish and animals. 

etc. A particular 

Benefit-cost analysls may be applied to these types of recreational 
areas in several different ways: 

(i) A proJect may threaten to destroy the recreational facilities. In the 
analysis of such projec"ts the possible recreational benef.its sacrificed should 
be counted as project costs; 

(ii) · Some, and probably most, projects create new recreational benefits. 
These new benefits should be added quantitatively or qualitatively to t·1hatcvc.r 
other benefits are credited to the project; 

(iii) Some S!)ecial projects are pro;_)osc9 solely for the preservation of 
recreation facilities, the recreation benefits_ then providing the only benefits 
of the project. 

Recreation benefits can. sometimes be evaluated as direct benefits, 
e.g. the revenue obtained from the sale-of hunting rights and earnings of 
tourist guides, and s·o on. In most instances, hoYTever, the benefits being 
11intangible11 are not so easy to mca:;ure. The ideal measure of benefits to the 
user is that sum he t.;ould be willing to pay (in license fees, etc.) solely in 
order to enjoy a recreational op?ortunity. Although such optimum fees are 
usually purely hypothetical and t.;ill never be charged, a benefit-cost analysis 
must attem?t to estimate the amount that could be collected from the users of 
recreation areas if it were ~ossiblc to price their services and amenities~ 

The follm.;ing pa~agraphs sum:narize four pfl the techniques t.;hich have 
been employed for estimating recreation bcnefits.2 

1.1 See for example, ~fariotl ·clat\~son, Hethods of Ncasuring the Demand· for the 
Value of Outdoor Recreation. R.csource.s for the Future Publication, 1-lashington, 
D.C., 1959 nnd R.S. Hammond, op. cit. pp 29-36. 

~/ For a more detailed discussion of these techniques sec Albert M. Trice and 
·s;J:,;ucl i:. ·.:oo<:, :·:c-:;::;urf':··f':lt: <::{2.:ccrcati.on H0•~r.f~ts, ;\ugust, 1953, ?~· 195-207 
and Jir.cussi.on thereof i.n the succc.cdir.g issue of that journnl .. 
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(l) The commonly-used cxncnditurc method imputes to the'recreational 
service the t.,rhole or ;'art of the antount that hunters, tourists and cam~Jcrs 
s9cnd while enjoying an area'S ~mcnities. There are two main objections to 
this rncthod being used as a 1ncv.~urc of benefit. First, it leads to an under
statement of the expenditures since it docs not take into account all the 
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outlays n1ncic on supplies ~11d trnnsportution, bc~orc the recreation area is 
rcc;.chcC:. Secondly, ancl more i.r,::·,ort."J.nt, this J11Cthoci ntcasurcs only the eX~)enditure 
tdo.icb. ~'eople make to enjoy the :.H..::1r.:fit. It cnnnot rcnily measure the benefit 
itself. Its usefulness is~ therefore, limited to making calculations of local 
secondary benefits in the form of increases in the incomes of the su?pliers 
of food nnd accomodation, ate. In ·a benefit-cost analysis conducted frOia a 
local point of view, these local incre.c:;.ses in tourist income may properly be 
counted as secondary benefits, but from a national ~iev;point many of these 
secondary benefits are likely to accrue somewhere in the economy even if·a 
particular recreation project is not carried out.· Hence, they should be omitted 
from.most project analyses carried out from the national point of view since 
they 'tvould arise both twi th' c:.nd 'without 1 the projc~t. 

(2) The cost methods impute to the rccrcational·area a total benefit equal 
to the cost of providing it~ This assumption is sometimes found in financial 
analysis where the problem is one of asscssin~ a sufficient benefit to cover 
the· cost of ·a particular recreational facility. It has no place, hov1ever, in 
benefit-cost analyses whe.re. the problem may be to decide whether or not to 
create the recreation amenity, to vrhat scale, and in 't.;hat location.· This method 
r.1ercly begs the question and does r.ot lead to results which are heloful in 
dcci~ion-making. • 

A minimum value for some benefits, hov1ever, may sometimes be estimated 
by a variant of this approach. for instance, the benefit from sport fishing 
may be said to.be at least the ret<Jil value of fish caught, since they do in 
fact have this value for a cicy·consumer. This type of estimation method may 
also be useful for measurinc the benefit of a hunting· area, but it establishes 

"only minimum.values. 

In many situations, alternative costs can be used to set Up?er limits 
to recreational values. For exam;;lc, conside:C the estimation of recreational 
benefits for a multi-purrose project~ It is obvious here that the recreational 
benefits attributed must not exceed the costs of providing the same amenities 
by some other means (in another project)~ In computing the costs of the alter
native, accoun,t must be taken of any additional costs of transportation, etc., 
invotved in reaching ;:he area. 

(.3) The Hotelling method imputes to the area a benefit equal to the ~:n~ount 
the average user saves over the travelling costs of the user coming from the 
longest distance. The travCllers 1vho come the furthest are assumed to· just 
break even on the trip, the· ·recreational benefit t.o them being exactly balanced 
by the travelling costs. Then the J:>encfit to the res·t of the users is calculated 
as their s.:1.yings on travelling costs over the costs included by the furthest 
traVellers. 

This ap~roach involves some unusual ::.ssumptions that must be trented 

i 
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carefully before being crn~1loycd i01 any actual measurement. It is likely to 
!!roduce an underestimate rather than an exaggeration of the amount \orhich users 
arc 1-1illing to !)ay to retain ti1e recreation area or amenity. It has the ad
v~ntage that it lends itself to forecasts of recreational values. It obviously 
<J.:,plics best 'Nhere rccrcation.o.l facilities in vnrious regions are more or less 
un~form, e.g. picnic arcaE or s::-orts fields, so that travel distances are an 
ir.~portant consideration in establishing a nc"tv project. It ap;>lics least well 
to unique toJ'ildlifc or scenic facilities. Also the value of the method ap.,ears 
to be dcmagcd if far-travcllinr; visitors hnvc come to the recreation site in 
the course of a trip elsewhere, rather than on a deliberate trip to the project 
itself. 

(4) The non-monetary r.:cthod confines itself to a descriptive, quantitative 
-account of the number of visitors, the length of stay, the amount they Sf-lend, 
tlte size of their catch, etc. 

It t:-~ust be remembered that the annlyst is usually trying to make an 
estimate of the value of an 'int~ngiblc' benefit. The estimate, thcre~ore, has 
a dou0le clement. of risk, in that not only is the estimator likely to be 't·1rong 
but also that those he intervict·1S may h<1ve no. clear idea themselves of their 
valuations, since they arc never asked to l)ay for the services. For this 
reason, it is _strongly recommended that all benefit-cost analyses of recreation 
~rejects be accompanied by a careful measure of the ·number of users, the 
frequency and intensity of their usc, and the altern~tives that are o~)en to 
them in ·Other r>rojects. This procedure will usua.lly be sufficient 't-1herc the 
recreation benefit is not crucial to the overall decision (i.e. the contending 
projects have roughly the same recreational values). tvhcn it is necessary to 

.attempt a monetary assessment, there should 'also be an account in non-monetary 
, terms to accompany the benefit-cost analysis. 

··-' 
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APPENDIX F 

OVERCm~H~G THE BENEFIT- COST DRAGON 

(Proposing rn.ico programmes or amelioration programmes. on their own 

merits at a stated cost (not value) instead of attributing econornic·value in 

the benefit-cost game.) 

Source: 11 Comprchcnsivc PlanninP.; and the Dragon to Slay11-

Luna B. Leopold 

The follm.;ing t·t-Jo articles •vc.rc originally given as sneeches at the 
Ninth Biennial Hilderncss Conference, v;hich·•·ms held in April of this vear.· 
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Luna B. Leopold is Chief Hydrolouist of the United States Geoloo;ical 
Survey, De0artment of the Interior. His exocrience in the engineering field 
covers m.::.ny asnects of wa.ter resources dc.vclo~n;~cnt, narticularly in hydrolosy. 
He has been on the Survey staff since 1950 cmd has been Chief Hydrologist 
since 1957 •. 

S·everal years ago 1 ,..,as iri India as consultant to that government 
concerning a flood-control project on the Kosi River in the St8.te of Bihar. 
The Kosi originates near Hount Everest and emerges from the Himalayas to flm·7 
southward for nearly a hundred miles across the Ganges plain. It is a. braided 
river with an ill-defined channel consisting of many distributaries wandering· 
around myriad islands in an unsyste7natic ,.,Tay. Owing to the fact. that the Kosi 
has moved laterally across its lm.;-angle fan about 75 miles in. a hundred years 
it has progressively devasted by flooding''large areas of ~gricultural land. 

The Indian government had chosen as the .most practical '\.Yay to a.lleviate 
the flood damage, the construction of levees separated by a distance of about. 
nine miles and confining the river through most of its course across the plain. 

He were invited to the: office: of the Commissioner (com?arable to a 
State governor) who wished to dicuss with us the ~hilosphy of this flood control 
r.:>lan. He said, 11As you can imagine., with le:vecs so far apart, a situation r.1ad~ 
necessary by the large width take:n up by the: niany channels of the Kosi, the:re 
are many local residents v.Those homes and fields are being included v:ithin the 
area confined bct'\-leen the levees. Do you think that this Govel:nrnent has incurred 
an obligation .to these pcopl"e ·to resettle them from their pr~sent location at 
gov~rnme:nt expense to some other land outside of the confines of the levees?l1 
}~y irr.mcdiate' answer \>las in the affirmative·. I argued that b~fore the levees 
were built tl1c ~co~lc had lived 011 t:1c l~ncl at considerable risk of d~rnagc by 
tl1c river in flood, but onca the lcvcco were built their exposure to floc~ was 
assured. 
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I said I thought the obligation was of such a nature that the people 
ought to be moved even before the levee system \vas completed. HI fear you 
cannot appreciate the problem,u he said, 11Not only do we have no other lands to 
\.;hich these people can be moved, but also there are many people confincid 'tolithin 
the levees.'' How many, I c:.sked. His answer <to;as 11More than a quarter of a 
million. 11 

In the United States the professionals concerned with \-later-clevelopmcnt 
planning have gro,..;n accustolil.ed to believe there is no problem for which a 
technical solution cannot be found. This being the case, one can approach every 
;>lanning problem.in terms of finding an engineering solution that has the highest 
ratio of benefit to cost. The human or social aspects involved, that is the 
non-monetary aspects, are usually either turned into monetary values or mentioned 
in a few paragraphs and thenceforth.disregarded. 

Because most of our basic legislation governing the ex?endituic of 
Federil money does not explicitly define what is meant by a benefit and what is 
meant by a cost, it has been necessary to evolve through actual experience ":ays 
of evaluating benefits that le.rid themselves to a final comiJUtation of a benefit
cost ratio. There is a philosophic assumption underlying such practice, that 
the indirect or the non .. monctary benefits and costs, though important, are 
unusable in making the final determination of \..rhether a development scheme is 
or is not justified. 

There· has grown up, therefore, the practice of Computing by different 
means price-tags that purport to measure the value oven of those gains and 
losses th<lt do not lend themselves "'ell to this type of description. Seldom 
<lre we faced with social costs on such' a massive scale as the Kosi example. 
Such cos.ts or gains are generally either too obscure or too far removed in time 
to be determining factors in ">Vhether a giVen development plan is to be considered 
or discarded. · 

In the early days of '~Vater clevclpment in the United States the possible 
alternatives in any development were relatively wide. The demand for water 
relative to its availability was not so great that competition was very intense. 
There were available alternative dam sites and alternative land suitable for 
development. The total encroachment of ">·later-development w·orl<s was not yet 
severe. Hith tirae the alt;ernat:.ivec have become fe">v-er" The be·sc projects have 
already been built and the econorrdc as ">..rell as the social justification is 'far 
less c1ear than it has been in previous decades. 

It .was then that the drag:on1s 'teeth w·ere smv-n. It '1-las the prom.otion 
of water projects that led to the introduction of the benefit-cost econo&nics 
in public af.fairs. Benefit..:~ost ratios are traditional in other asr.>ects of 
?ublic works. None considered it necessary to so eValuate schools "roads tJost 

' ' ' ~ offic:es, rolice, and other facilities and services. These things are argued i:1' 
terJ!'IS .of the s;:.ti:;f.J.ction they yic.i.d to the public -- not ·v;hat they return only 
in tile wny of ~ollnrs. We i1nvc r~npccl ~lle dr~~on's tectit by extension of 
bcncfit-coGt economics in::o cst:ilctics. 

. ~ 
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There developed, simultaneously, a concept of multiple-use based on 
the idea that where two uses could be served by a development rather than one, 
the resource ,,~auld be more efficiently utilized and more benefits could be 
obt..:1incd for each unit of cost. This concept vms re-inforced by the practical
engineer truism that the unit cost of a large project is l0\·7cr than the unit 
cost of a sr,1all one. Huiti-puri:osc use, therefore, became not only a StJ._p!Jorting 
argument but tended to be looked upon as the measure of efficiency of resource 

. utilization. 

The conccryt of multi:"~le-use cv.n be handled at the planning level only 
by the involvement• of a varie'ty of disciplines because specialistS in each type 
of usc are required in the plan<1ing and in the process of evaluation. This 
interd~sciplinary approach r.as forced the managers of esthetic and non-monetary 
social values to place a dollar cost on these values. Interdisci,?linary water• 
development plans are transmitted for conL~ent to all interested agencies. Dis
agreeraent 1;-1ith any aspect to a pro?osed development is then usually handled within 
the bureaus involved, and the final product is often advertised as a point plgn 
involving r.tany, if not all, of the concerned government agencies. In reality, 
sue~ a joint plan docs not necessarily indicate what the several bureaus con
cerned would actually rcCOi!'J11Cr'l;d individually.. The portions dealing v;ith scenic 
and non-economic resources usually represent merely a propdsal concerning hm-1 
best to accept or live with the proposed el_"lgincering works. 

Such co-operative planning requires that evaluations of all aspects 
be set forth in terms that would be mutually coml>atible. In practical terms 
this means that various interests are expressed in monetary terms or they would 
in fact have no appreciable impact on· the proposed J:>rogram. 

For example, it beca~e nccessary·to evaluate the benefits and costs to 
fish and 1..-rildlife in the same terms that arc used to describe the benefits and 
costs of flood control or of irrigation. The difficult technical problem posed 
is an assessment of how a given development 1;-:;ould adversely or beneficially affect 
not only the hunting possibilities for migratory 1;vaterfo1;..-rl but also the bre:ed.ir.;:;, 
and resting habitats of non-migratory and, therefore inunovabie. species. It wuy 
necessitate an evaluation of the difference in worth bet-.;..-reen trout and blue
gills,.or between salmon and non-salmon. The results of these evaluations are 
knm.;n to all. The benefit to fish and w·ildlife is expressed in tenns of the 
tonnage of fish taken, or the corr.r:1ercial value of the visitor day. The esthetic 
value of having trout in a reach of river, v;hcther or not it adds tonnage to the 
creel, becomes a non-moneta~y cost~ And because it is non-monetary, it is 
essentially discarded. · 

The net result 1;vas that a value was placed on an individual duck in 
tenus of its 1-10rth in a game bag... Interestingly, a mallard by this process 
became t<orth $2.00, and a goose «orth $6.00. The more difficult problem of 
evaluating other kinds of recreation that -do not have -a· take or bag V.'as relegated 
to the formula of the visitor day. 

Clearly_, there is on ccono~.1ic value to the society fror.l the c;.:pcncliture 
of time u.nC.: n:otll.!)" Gy inc.J.Vlc:,;.;;;i:; cn~:.:1~~CG 1n rcc:.:c.::tion. T:ic rccr~:li.:ionisi: 

spends money Cot 1;asol.inc, £ooc.:, loc.~Din;::.~ Oo::.t rent.nl, camera equij>I~lcnt, skis, 
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anc..l. the liH:c. Thou.::;h it is dcsir~ble to recognize the economic ~10i:th of the 
~ctivitics of the recrention~st, there is ~ractical as well as ?hilosophic cause 
for alarm at the implication th.::.t the vuluc of recreation lies in the e;.qenditur"e 
for cc;ui;nncnc rather t.h<1n on tiw c;u;~lity or the rccrc.::.tional experience. 

The cvnlu.:-.tion of rccrc.:1tion in tcrr.1s of the visitor ciay is the assertion 
th.::.t t,~·o rccrentioni::;ts arc ll·:icc ;~:': v41ltl<:L.lc as one, nnd therefore, a hundred 
rccrcutionists arc a hun~rcd t:i.mes more V;tlu:d;lc.. Social values deny this type 
of reasoning .. 

It is generally suppose?.d that a development plan is necessarily better· 
if it is multi-purl_)ose and co;nprchcnsivc than if it is single-purpose and of 
local a~.:;plicntion. Hulti-purpose plannin3 r.u?:ans in ,?ractice that incliviclu.o:.l 
,.,ortions of a development scheme need not nccessurily satisfy the requirements 
that the individual benefits c:{Cecd the individual costs. The 'Ytholc may be 
justified as long as the comple;.: of development yields a nevr monetary benefit 
exceeding the net cost. 

Costs and benefits in this context ~can economic and therefore tangible 
benefits and costs. The comprchens i,vc plan tends t.o incor?orate even a wider 
v.nl.·iety of affected uses than individual multi-purpose proje.cts, for when a 
't·ri.1ole region is encompassed in a comprtihensive LJlan then a still wider clivetsity 
of people and situations is encompassed than would be in a single multi-pur?ose 
project. 

The fact that such ~ variety of aspects r.~ay in reality introduce 
corapetition rather than symbiosis has not. tarnished the value o£ the 't\'Ord com
l'rehcnsivc. The comprehensi.Je plan can be potentially even r.wre erosive to 
the esthetic and non-monetary values than a single ~il.ulti-purpose ~reject·, owi~g 
to its much larger effect on the landsca?e and environment. 

Hhat the long-term effect is on society, for good or bad, of a comprc
nenslve resource plan is difficult to judge because the social benefits and 
social costs arc more dispersed than w·here a quarter of a million l'eople are 
enclosed between levees~ 

There i.!:!: another danger in the present" scheme of r.~onctary evaluation. 
Tile benefit-cost type of rce1.soning =arries with it the implicit assertion th.:1t 
society is best served by developing not merely within the present generation, 
but im1-:tediately, all of the resources the monetary benefits of which ca:1. be 
demonstrated to exceed the costs. One may ask 'i·ihat is the cost of the resulta:1t 
reduction in flex~bility of choice left for future generations. Yet the conce?t 
of a .com1~rchensive river basin plan is sup~)oscd to be· our assurance that su~h a. 
social cost is not significant. 

Our knoHlcdgc of science outpa.ces the devclo~'l':1.Cnt of ethical ,?rinciples,. 
T:1c nc;:.;cr tl.c knot·:lcJr.e, t::1c ~:;·c.:ncr t:-.c ct:-.ic;.. Only rcccntly.h<.";VC t-;c lc~rr-.cd 
th<lt 0igncr.r; is the \·:ny to e>cono;:.ic effi.cicr·.cy. He have cor.1c to believe tito.t 
bi;_;ncs!j in the ;,,nrkct .'l.JC(! i:·; ~1ot o;1ly co;;;)~.ti'ulc -..:~th but ncccssnry for r;:uu.lity. 
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Long high'i'ltl)PS arc better than sick ronds. Dig universities offer better 
graduate schools than country colleges. 

Narkcts attest to the merit of the economic scale. The same idea is 
behind multi-LJUr;'losc nnd multi-ba:;in H<:.tcr plr.ns. They began only yesterday, 
so to s~-:-cak, nt first combining o-:1ly irrig<J.tion and pmver, as at Hoover Dc::.m, 
and then becoming basimvidc, o.nd no\v 1vc arc soon to consider z. scheme that 
stretches from Ala::;l<a to Hc,.:ico ancl puts Nc,;v York and California on the sn:.1e 
!)ipeline. 
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These proposals v;rill be argued chiefly in the benefit-cost fran1evrork. 
But the speed 't'lith which He im~rove our econometrics and our construction 
methods o.utruns ·the enlargement of our ethical uttitude toHard landsca?e• In 
the process, bigness can subvert quality. Assigning dollar values to 
irrigation ancl pOi·lcr is one matter,~~" assu:ning th~t all recreation can be. 
meaSured in similar terms is another. 

T.he cm;,:>hasis on least cost as it is presently intcr;?reted does not 
provide society with an adcqu~tc choice. Society may 't·1cll choose, if given an 
opportunity, a development schcute that is his, her in immediate dollar cost thb.n 
an alternative, but that 't·JOul'd }'reserve some natural asset. 

Let us e~=aminc in r.torc detail the natUre of the gain in efficiency 
in multi-purpOse over single-purpose structures. The advantage to be gained 
by Combining in a single dalil for Cxamplc, the primary _?Ul"i)OSCS of flood COntrol 
and irrigation, comes prililarily fro;:n the fact that _per unit of reservoir volu.ne 
the cost is lm.,rer for' a large dcm than for a small one. This may not be the 
understanding gained by the public, who probably thinks that the sa;ne storage 
capacity can be used for each of the t't\IO ?Urposcs.. F.or irrigation or municipal 
use the storage mu_st be utilized during times of high flow and de!)leted durii-lg 
times of low flow .. For flood control·o:1 the other hancl, storage must be de
pleted at all t==.mes in order that "'i·lhen a ,high flo...v occurs it ·can be utilized. 
So a reservoir for "'i\later SU?ply should be kept as full as possible ·and one for 
flood control as empty as possible. The same storage volume cannot be used 
simultaneously for both purposes at the same time .. 

A given amount of water discharge through a penstock develops more 
pOi\ler under a high head thz.n under a low one. Therefore, from the stand?oint 
of power production the .nore depth in a reservoir the better. Also, one o~ the 
advantages of hydroelectric pOi·Jer production is that by· merely opening or closing 
the penstocks the rate of pO\ver generation can be adjusted ra?idly to meet .. 
variations in .demand.. For this reason hydro-potver is considered to be especiallY 
efficient for ~caking purposes. 

In contrast to all these uses; reservoir operation for recreation is 
most efficient v.Then the water level is kept as ste~dy as possible, with minimum 
fluctunti.oi1. T.t. en~ be seen, tLcrcforc, t!-:.::.t in p::...·inci;tlc, preferences for 
vurious reservoir usc~ nn~ C0i~l;,lc:..clJ in c:.or.flict. 

Whnt is truly n:e:J.nt by ~:1c rcc;~('.Jtion.:;l usc of o reservoir built for 
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'tVGter surply, flood control, or pm.Jer generation is that durina the time a body 
of water exists it can sustain fish, or float a boat. Any more so?histicatcd 
vi1luc of the .. vatcr for recreation is mtidc subservient to the alternative 
enGineering pur~oscs. 

To sunm1arizc, then, n so-cnllcd rnulti-?urpose reservoir does not mean 
thnt the stor • .,[~C ca>1. Lc u~-~·d ro;~ lilO:tc than one pur?osc, except collutcrtilly or 
by chance. Multi-puri)osc development i:!ercly racans that the cost of each unit 
of storage decreases as the height of the dam increases. 

Exactly the same kinds of conflict appear, in princi?le, in other kinds 
of multi-pur?ose usc. Selective logging may, by opening U? the stand, incrcesc 
the fora;;e ;?reduction for grazing. Hcighcd against this is the ever-present 
uossibility that in certain ecological types, an incursion of brush or other 
icss desirable species r:wy negate ho~)C foi: imfJrovement in total forage capacity. 
Hhereas the expansion of agriculture materially improved game-bird and animal 
production in certain ecolo£ical types over that Hhich had existed in the virgin 
state, this increased productivity generally resulted from the increase in ·the 
linear extent of edges between t\vO vegetative types in juxtaposition. Thus it 
cannot be said always that either logging or grazing will necessarily improve 
the production of game-birds and animals. 

The relation bet'ivcen logging, grazing, and recreation is somev1hat 
less clear because the criteria governing recreational uses are less clear than 
those measuring the productivity of lulitbcr, wool, or beef. The only thing that 
'is obv.ious is that for wilderness recreation any regular utilization is detri
mental. There is a big enough problem in learning how to manage wilderness 
lands in order to keep the biota stable, but a clear distinction sho~ld be 
drm..:rn bet-.;veen the management of lands for long-tenn stability and the regular 
utilization of that land for economic production. 

In my opinion, then, multiple-use has become a shibboleth tending to 
obscure the actual be.nefibs to society, because losses and gains to society are 
both economic an:l non-monetary. Presumably, before any alternative philosophy 
can be given serious consideration it is vitally necessary that a larger segment 
of the public recogniz~ the difference bctHeen the true economies to be obt·ained 
by multi-purpose dcvelopraent and the unreality thai: has gro~n in the public 
mind that multi-pur;_)ose develo_?;ncnt is a good thing per se. In present planning 
procedures, non-development is not considered as a real alternative. Immediate 
development is· Considered t_he only valid aim, and one to be recommended as soon 
as it can be shown that monetary benefit exceeds cost. 

I a~ convinced that the non-monetary and esthetic values of the land
scai)C can never be preserved if their economic significance is pitted against 
that of engineering_ \•10rks.. It seems necessary to divide resource planning into 
t-.;.;o ste?s. 

In tl1b first stnse, there should be ~resented to the ?Ublic in c~ual 
dctnil tiF• :titcn;.;.ti.vc sc:h~r.:r:·:: ~~:: ~ • .:·.ic:; :.::,c ~;::.:'.tcc: objectives could Oc uchicvcd. 
The ~Jubl ic c!cscrvc.s to iJ(' :.n::ol-::tcd of t.h:! vnriou5 t·;ays dcvclo~mcnt o.1ir;ht be 
u.p:' ro<:.ch.eti. 

i 

I 
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They should be offered for consideration and discussion Iilore· than r.1crely 
,;vha t some planner cons ide red to be the 11 bes t sch~me11 , and more than tvha t some 
economist computes to be the lllcust cost" plan. Ylhen given the alternatives, 
the public incrc<lsingly is kno,;.;n to prefer some plan other than that carrying 
the lowest dollar price tag. 

The first stage should illuminate those esthetic and non-monetary 
values in landscape or in resources that should not be called U?on to face a 
test of monetary significance. Those of greatest social value would, through a 
process analogous to zoning, be set aside for ~reservation and non-development. 

The second stngc wouid be to ~-teir,n in a far more sophisticated manner. 
than is now practiced, the hard-boiled economic realities of all those resources 
not marked for preservation, in order that the most efficient engineering and 
technological design for their development be achieved. For the second stage 
the present simple comparison of so-called benefits and costs should be u9-dated 
and elaborated to a level that l;·;ould utilize economic knm.,.ledgc and theory 
already extant, and that 't'loul.d make the economic design somewhere near ·the level 
of sOphistication that characte~izes the engineering technology. 

I believe there existS a. social value in maintaining and enhancing 
the quality of landscape. There is an esthetic uplift to be gained in a deeper 
concern for the -world in which l;·le have to live. But in our path is a dragon 
that regenerates itself every time it suffers attack. The dragon of misconception 
concerning the planning process is ever enlarging its radius of use. \·le l'i1Ust 
arm ourselves with the moral conviction that the cost to society of present 
procedures is too large,· and that 1;.;e must attack the dragon on its o~m ground 
before the~e is nothing more 'left for. us to protect. 
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APPENDIX G 

SQ}\E NOTES ON HUNTING RITUAL 

The source of the folloNi~.S is 11A Guj_de to Mississi'1oi Flv"toray 'Hater£m·rl 
1-~n~<lp,er:lcnt 11 by Mississip~i Flyway Council -- Harch, 1958. PP• 353.1 (18) -
353.1 (19) and 353.1 (21)- 353.1 (22). 

There is one provision of the German licensing system 1vhich might be 
\<orth corying. According to H~nua1 No. 28-145 issued by the United States Army, 
EurO!lC, 1 Deceffibcr 1959, entitled Guide to Huntin~S in Germany: 11The Genilan 
hunting system requires that a hunter succc~sfully pass an examination before 
ob~aining a hunting license. Normally, the e:>:nmination is preceded by a sel"ies 
of 10 to 15 two-hour lectures and class work periods which cover all ?hases of 
i1unting, such as the use o'f ,.,~capOns, safety, lmvs, animals, customs, etc. Upon 
completion of· the instruction course, the ap'p'licant is questioned by a board of 
three to five· experienced hunters and officials. If the ap;Jlicant passes the 
examination, he is authorized to purchase a hunting license." 

Among the lessons included i:~ the course are: German hunting law; 
German hunting customs; hunting big and small gawe including methods, proper 
'tveapo·qs, and taking proper care of the meat; t·Tildlife management and conservation; 
hunting dogs; guns and equipment; safety; descriptions and habits of va~ious 
game species and animals of prey; a glossury of terms and finally the ten 
commandments of the S?ortsmanlike hunter. These translated from the Gem.an 
hunting licens~, include: 

You must consider hunting a recreation and not a source of 
meat or money. 

You mu&t observe the result of yo.ur shot and conscie.Utiously 
search for wounded game. 

You must keep a good hunting dog or be sure that one is avail
able for your use. 

You must dress the gaoe killed in a s:;:tortsmanlike manner, and 
register it in accordance w·ith the established controls. 

Quality, ~ot quantity, of gam~ is the goal~ 

You ~ust also care for_ your hunting area during the off-season. 

Few will deny that this sort_o£ preliminary training would be good for 
our ~untcrs, too. It a:~pcars that by modifying and expanding the gun-safety 
tr.::.in~nr; cour!:jc, in tir,;c th~.s co;Jid be o.ccor:1~1.is:;ccl. _;:.~irst, lcgisL1tion t·muld 
be ncc<:icU, l"C'.fJuirin;; th.:;.t ~•nyo.-,c .:-.~:?lyin;~ [or a ~mnting license for the fi st. 
time n;ust ~rc!.;cnt <1 ccrtifi..catc si.lm·:ir:.~ cm;;~""~lcti0a of nn <l:'_:)rovcci course o 
instruction l_,oUt on ;;un ~~;:;i"ct.y <:'.Itt~ t.l1c.: otiocr .::.~:)ccts of huntin:;, "Which, a£ cr 

. .. 



oll, are equally irn~ortant. 
the instructional program in 

Second, t1wre viOuld be the problem Of organizing 
an efficient manner. 
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Nol~ing it raorc.cliff:i.cult to obtoin a license would serve the beneficial 
~1urrosc o[ culi in~: out ti1osc ua~:li.i..·~nr; to lc<.rn the rules of the game viithout 
cliininating nnybody Hho rc.:d ty cared. At the .S£!.i1lC time liccns·e sales might drop 
and revenue f rolil tiu·m be re6ucct;. 

Tho Code 

Every situation is somc't1hr.t clifi;crcnt in terms of hunting pressure, 
sracc, the supply o£ birds, and 'Hhat can be done to pror.1ote quality but there 
arc several iJasic princi?les v1hich should be considered. 

1. Hildfov1line is essentially a contest between a ~vary bird and a skillful 
hunter in an appropriate setting. The sporting clement is,..pnkencd by so managing 
the c:uarry that it has no choice but to becow.e a target for the hunter n9 matter 
hm,• unskillful he may be. 

2. The hunter exhibits' his skill in various ways. He may be able to 
fashion life-like decoys or zo arrange them in the marsh as to deceive even 
gun-shy birds.. He may knov1 the best place for a blind under vari9us wind 
conditions or he may 11 talk11 cluck language so skillfully on a call that he' brings 
birds to him from great distances. The coup is a nifty shot which produces a 
clean kill. Quality is re~uccd v1hcn a hunter is ;prevex:ted from exercising 
these and other traditional skills. 

3. The·third basic element is the setting. A duck mars~ is just that, 
pure and simple. To the extent that a marsh is defiled by signs or other un
natural objects, the hunter is being sho~tchangqd in his experience. 

4. Sportsmanship is an indispensable aspect of Waterfowl hunting. Fighting 
for a place to hunt, sky-busting to beat your neighbor, and arguing over clm-:ned 
birds have no place on a duck marsh.. Hanagemcnt has definite 'w-ays of encouraging 
or discouraging sportsmanship. 

5. Knm-1ing the birds enhances the sport and ,?rovides entertainrr.ent for 
both hunte.:s and non-hunters. It adds quality to the sport and "impetus to. · 
S!)ecics management 't'lhen a hunter has the knmvl.edge and self-control to abstain 
fro:-n shooting a protected si)ecies o-:- to kill a c!rake rather than a hen .. 

Super-imposed on these basic principl'es is the fact that the sui)ply of 
birds is limitecl by production habitat, 't-1hich is being progressively reduced 
at. the sar.1~ time the· potential for .r.wrc huntc::rs is ra_?idly increasing. At so:ne 
po:L.n;; this recreation bccoru.eS uninviting to o.ll except the :r.ost tolerant because 
of poor success and over .. cro't~ding. Hanagement "t.;ants to prevent this from 
i.1appening. To do so will require soi.:1e method of limiting: hunters and the method 
:1as "to_ be dcmocrnt:ic bcc::-.usc the ...rholc tr<:!dition of hunting in America is based 
on dcn~ocracy :.tt it~; bc!;t.. Titir. cleir,cnt r;,u:.;t ~h.~ l)rcscrvcd ut ai! cost. 
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APPENDIX H 

SOCI,\L COSTS, Li\llD PlUCES i·,ND DRAINAGE SUBSIDY -
.-\ COl':TROVf::J~SY 

The controversy over agricultural Grainagc has been severe and prolonged 

because of the effect on what has been defined as 11vital 11 waterfowl habitat. 

The follO\ving is not. an attempt to evaluate the pros and cons of this controversy 

but to provide a summary of the va~ious points and indicate where more data are 

ncc<lecl. It is im?ortant to remember, hO\·lever, thnt. this data and information 

is based on U.S. experience na1d' conditions and may" not be relevant to Canadian 

needs or conditions. 

Drainage and/or the filling of potholes or coUlbinations of potholes 

used for b~eeding !'rairie "'.Jaterfowl his been pointed to as the critical con-

straiUt on production of waterfowl~ As a first point it is instructive to 

speculate as to inc-lusions under 11drainagett ~· Consolidation of small potholes 

and ivaterholes into one large area (that is, ttinternal drainage", not external 

cirainagc into an active water body such as a stream or river) also. constitutes 
,. 

trdrainage11 • It ha:;. reduced HaterfO't.;l numbers, especially of the largest 

!)Opulation com.!'onent -- the sOme~·1hat. Victoria"n prairie \Vaterfowl which breed 

one pair to a pothole. 

There are a number of elements that influence loss of habitat and not 

all are 11 drainage". These are: 

(1) VariatiOn in water area distribution that temporarily affect i·mterfoi-ll 

?reduction. 

(2) Natural forces arc consta<ltly reducing the number of ,.,ater areas, 

th.:-ough silt.:1tion <J.ncl dcl'lositior.~ This i::; accelerated by forwin;, practices.· 
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into cultivation. 

(4) Government aid to ~rivatc drain~ge by technical assistance from S.C.S. • 

Subsidy :->ayments from production and marketing administration also stimulate 

l~nd drainage. The latter is cstim.1tcd to be frequently 1/2 to 3/4 of the cost 

of the project. In addition, the farmer gets com?lete enginecring.assistance 

'\·li thout charge. 

(5) The extension service opts for drainage, as Co educational institutions • 

. (6) There are ;-roblems of ficlc! layout as a result of fann mechaniZation .. 

(7) Another factor is the probable effect of draina&e on the soils water 

exhaustion. 

The char'ge here is that reduction in breeding and associated habitat 

in the Plains States (when they 't\'ere dr~ined for agriculture) has reduced vrater-

fot.:l numbers. He should be quite sure, hm·;ever, that this is not being used as 

a blanket; to cover ·a great man~ things that reduce 'I:Vatcrfowl numbers including 

the greatest of all -- hunting pressure -- 'I:Vhich annual'ly reduces population 

by 50 per cent. While hunting may have beco~e so acceptable that it is ·ignored 

as a cause.of reduction we should still specify that the population is affected 

most severely by .this. element. Given the cost of hunting controls, versus 

habitat: management and controls, perhaps a nc'l:v set of priorities fo1; management 
< 

needs to be established. For example, even habitat formerly used by waterfo";l 

for breeding on occasion.is reportedly unused~ If this is true, and there is 

little reason to doubt its accuracy, it iS logical to speculate that breeding 

and nesting habitat are not always governing but that there are also deficiencies 

in breeding ~opulation numbers that also have caused reduction in total water-

fmvl. numbers. This stems fo:-om hun tint; kili. 

Obviously a '>·lholc COi~~.:;:cx of factors und constraints are at '"ork here. 
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It would not do to become so enamoured ~vith a popular, accepr;.able nconventional11
_ 

constraint that it was allowed to blur perception of magnitudes involved. lc-

is incorr:{)lete ·to select the constraint that shifts the responsibility for damage 

~vhere one tvould lil<c to sec it. After reviewing the literature, drainage as a 

reason for reduction of watcrfmvl number~ Opf'cars to cover a multitude of 

elements including the drought cycle itself, pollution of environment, and any 

number of others. Some pers~ective is needed. 

Attempts to structure a~d analyze drainage as a problem emphasize that· 

the ·main problem is agricultural drainage subsidy and that this results in more 

'areas being drained than would othertvisc occur without the subsidy. This is 

undoubtedly true, but it may also be true that although as yet unmeasured 

even where subsidies has been successfully blOcked, the drainage merely goes 

· ahead privately •. Moreover, much of the drainage occur.ed before the subsidies. 

Probably drainage is made feasible by high land prices more than by subsidy. 

There are also many .examples of private drainage occuring, without subsidies, 

on a basis and at costs ~hat ap~ear quite irrational to outside observers. 

This, however, is not the p·oint. Drainage v.~ill occur on private land as long 

as farmers think it is an aid-to theii enterprise and as land costs rise and 

taxes increase. It is for this reason that the full opportunity cost will un-

doubtedly have to be paid in order to prevent drainage, whether that is based 

on a rational or irrational figure or on expectations of future returns. 

Another point frequently ~ade is that drainage is occ~rring a~ some 

.fixed rate. Thus, if drainage is occuring in some area at say 4 per cent per 

year it is speculated that in 11xn number of years all the habitat ~ill be 

destroyed there. This docs not take in~o account the resistances to effective 

droinonc- Presumably the cosiest nnd shGllowcst sloug~arc drained first and 
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so with potholes. As the difficulty increases, the perce~tage rate of habitat is 

destroyed in much ·the same limy as the frog always jumps halfway to; but never 

reaches the wall. On the other hand, there is so~e· indication that there is no 

longer an irreducable minimum of habitat that cannot be drained. Modern machinery 

and new, cheap explosives nm\~ make it possible to do more drainage than was 

possible ten years ago. It might also be pointed out, however, that great 

levelling and drainage operations may ,;ork ,,-ell at the depths of a drought cycle 

but not so well in a wet cycle. That is, some drainage so defined will "be quite 

effective in increasing the amount of dry land available for some percentage of 

a base time period say, 7 of _10, instead of 4 of 10, years. It does not guarantee, 

ho«evcr, that the land wi 11 remain dry and tillable for the entire base period. 

It is a relative matter. Presumably when the. water is thel:e the ducks will 

breed. 

A critica,l questiOn of drainage and filling as destruction.of habitat 

involves the·· question of social costs. It is asserted that p_ublically subsidized 

,and privately sponsored drainage results in general costs to society. This 

could be a fruitful area for research as there is great difficulty. in finding 

relevant data to assess the great body of speculation. Extensive drainage in 

the Da!<.otas may have resulted in a great deal of flood damage .because of the 

11 flash11 run-off that occurs when· 't\'ater is unretirded by small impoundments or 

perha!_)s when there is a great arr.ount of drainage. On the other hand, flood 

damage from lengthy rains may .Well not be prevented. Large affiounts of reservoir 

storage can contain heavy run-off that may oven~helm the capacity of small un-
' 

drained natural impoundments and sloughs. 

The point might be made that drainage, subsequent drying and agricul-

tural O[.)crations r.1ay 11 impact11 natt:ral nocqun.fcrsn rcsultine in a decrease in 
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ground water storage and _an accurnul-'ltion or an increas·e in ruh-off. 

It might also be noted that a good deal of drainage is 11run down the 

road allo,·mncc" and may be instrumental in "t.;ashing out roads and bridges 

representing a social cost. Drainage thu~ actually beComes cumulative as it 

proceeds by gravity toHard ultii'i1ate collecting points. 

There is a difficulty in establishiag the drainage that is 11unnccessary0 

that is caused by 1'unnecessary11 subsidies to agriculture or 11unnece.Ssaryu 

engineering services ~r merely the inflation of land values. Much of this is 

speculative in nature and there is little data as yet. A cautionary P?int is 

that it would be a major error. to confuse drainage llsubsidies 11 and effects on 

habitat as t.he only major source of reduced vmterfowl population. Not a· little 

proportion of drainage is private anyway. This is only one of a series of 

constraints that operate. It has not been proved that it is the largest in 

effect either, although destruction" of natural habitat has become the most 

popular production constraint. 

Hhat may have happened is that Tfdrainage11 has come to mean the effect 

on reduced population of everything from drought, botulism, ?t'!d hunting to lead-

' poisoning.. The effect. ·of drainage has probably been significant and ic- may we.ll 

be that the social costs (or development costs Of agriculture) resulting fro~ 

it have been severe.. It cannot be denied however, that alt~ough many drainage 

projects are politically motivated, are not im~ediately.beneficial or perhaps 

ever economically significant in ~heir effect, nevertheless the productivity of 

agriculture has been raised fantastically by a combination of factors that 

proba~ly include drainage subsidies over.the years. 

It is also notable that u~til social dn~~ge to such publ~c facilities 

as roads or briclr,es can be proven to be the result of "excessive" or llsubsiGizcdtl 
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~rainagc it can be spoken of only conjecturally. External disutility or social 

diseconomies may be caused by some draina.~c and that 171ay be cause~ by unnecessary 

or subsicli~cd drninnge projects. A 2rcat deal of definition, analysis and. 

documentation no~.; has to be done to prove the C.:lse. Actually, the most destructive 

of habitat (breeding) may not be lar2c drainage projects at all but small 

temporary sloughs and potholes denuded of border and fring~ by those now s~,oken 

of as "marginal· farmers" •. More documentation and research are needed .. 

It also has not been proved that vtaterfowl can 1 t ada!)t to large areas 

of water surface that result frooa major dams and reservoirs. This h.as been ex-

perienced in the west coast fly1;>1ay in 1·lashington for migratory habitat. Finally 

it is impOrtant in defining destruction from drainage to carefully specify just 

what are critical portions and elements of habitat. What is the minimum of 

habitat tha.t is controlling and must therefore be retained? ~·1ould the critical 

portion of habitat have been retained anyway? 

"First, critical areas which may determine animal abundance are often 

a small fraction of total range. One deer study on the west slope of the Sierra 
• 

Neva, for e:x:amp~·e, showed that important winter rang~, which could be manipulated 

to support the deer, constituted less than two per cent of the year-long herd 

range11 • 

Final~y, it might also be recp.lled that destructive as changing the 

landscape may be to some portions ~f natural environment it can also, be mildly 

beneficial in other r..;ays. For example, in the Garrison reservoir in North 

Dakota, a large portion of natural 'tvatcrfor.·Tl habitat was flooded. Under re-

ameliorat;ion procedures, ho't.;ever, it 't•tas possible to purchase other habitat 

~nd- to provide it Nith n pcrr:iU'il.cnt Hater source for "tvaterfowl ?reduction 

rather than the tcm:-'orary ·t-r.:tcr that hc:.d bcc;1 ·avai lablc pcrha?s only seven ycnrs 

( 

-' ._, 
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out of ten in natural a~vironment. 

It is possible to be overly misanthropic in interpretating the effects 

of en vi ronrne.nta 1 change •. 
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